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Twenty years in the business world have con-
vinced me that Initiative is indispensable to successful
business administration. As a corollary I am further
convinced that failure to use this trait is decidedly
detrimental to the progress of an individual in any
industrial capacity.
Throughout my personal experience I have be-
come increasingly conscious of the need for this cliar-
acteristic. Countless times I have been amazed, even
appalled, by the lethargy of employees who seemed utterly
devoid of this quality. For example, on many occasions
I have been obliged to send an emergency telegra?! to a
shipper a thousand miles away, asking:
”Have you shipped? When can you ship
Jones order? Tele^p^aph fully."
During the hour or two required for a reply to reach me
Jones would, very probably, telephone me three or four
times, complaining bitterly that he was out of material
and wanting, or rather demanding
,
immediate information.
On such €ui occasion it is more than disappointing to
receive a reply briefly stating:
“Jones order shipped."
Although he had paid some ninety cents for ton words,
the shipper had availed himself of only three, and left
me almost as uninformed as I was before the exchange of
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inessai“e8. Had he used just a very snail aaiount of in-
itiative, he Blight have worded his telegram:
”Jones shipped yesterday HYC 74828.
Routed Santa Pe, New York Central.
Albany."
These ten words would have cost no more than throe, yet
they would have given me definite information about the
sriipcient; namely, the name of the custonei
,
the date of
shipment, the car number, and the routing. With this
information I could not only notify my customer, Jones,
that he might expect his goods to arrive on a definite
date, (which arrival could be calculated from the transit
tline of the freight car), but I could render him a ser-
vice by stfiu?tlng a tracer with the railroad.
Another instance in which failure to use
initiative is irritating is the unsatisfactory telephone
call. One is left with a sense of frustration if, after
telephoning a company with the intention of ordering
goods from Mr. Smith, he is greeted by a lifeless voice
on the other end of the line droning that far. Smith is
"out" and implying that the conversation is therewith at
an end. How much sore satisfying would be the response
"I*m sorry, but Mr. Smith Is not here at the moment. I
expect him later. Hay I have him call you?” Or, "I*m
sorry, but Hr. Sxiilth is out of town, ^:ay help you?"
So little Initiative is required to convey the impression
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of service, yet so little is applied
I
These are only two of raany cases which ml£^t
be cited to demonstrate what a positive asset In business
administration Is the man or woman of Initiative, Some
employeis recognize this fact and make a conscious effort
to develop the trait In their employees; other seem to
expect It In full flower without contributing to its growth;
and still others, apparently, are as unaware of Its value.
If not of Its existence, as are their Inhibited employees*
v;hen this last group finds things progressing In their
*
organizations, they are satisfied; when progress Is halted,
they wonder why and realize vaguely that "something ou^t
to be done." Such numerous opportunities exist for the
employment of initiative
I
The search for the display of this trait developed
into a hobby with me and I eventually forjied the opinion
that the failure to use initiative arises in part from in-
ability to perceive a business project as a whole. Many
employees, especially in large organizations where the
work is divided, appear to learn only their individual
detailed routines, and they display no curiosity about the
origin or the disposition of the work which they handle.
This seemed to me the rule, rather than the exception,
in office workers.
I was giving considerable thought to this sub-
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4ject when I happened to attend the twenty-fifth anniver-
eary dinner celebration of the College of Business Adinln-
latration of Boston University on ^iarch 24
,
1930 • One of
the speakers was hr* P* A* O’Connell, Trustee of Boston
University, and President of E* T* Slattery Company of
Boston* IThlle cammentlng upon the number of unemployed
at that time, he asserted that despite such general un-
employment he had found "a continued shortage of people
with executive ability.** He explained that he had been
requested by a friend to select a fifty-thousand-dollar-
a-year-executivo* After consideration of many unemployed,
as well as a large group apparently in line for advance-
ment, he found that he was unable to suggest anyone for
the position in question. He could find no one big enough.
He then sientloned the qualifications which he thought
necessary for the filling of so important a post, and be
sti^ssed initiative as an absolute, saying: **• • * I value
initiative almost more than anything else.**
This address of Mr. O’Connell was, naturally,
of great interest to me and I thereupon resolved to under-
take the study of initiative; to learn its elements, and
to find out what had been written about it. Furthermore,
I wanted to ascertain whether it is an inherited or an
acquired characteristic. If acquired, I wanted to learn
whether it is developed through experience alone or whether
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It can be t&ni^t by lectures and texts in our colleges of
business adulnistoation and coirmerco. After considerable
research I have found Initiative mentioned In dozens of
books on psychology, as well as In eevoral treatises on
secretarial work, salesjoanshlp, leadership, and so forth;
but I have found nothing in the nature of a special study
of this subject in Its application to the broad field of
business adnlnistretIon.
In this connection, I have long felt that the
senior year in a college of business administration might
well present a course deslfpied to sum up and coordinate,
(if possible from a theoretical viewpoiiit), the various
factors of business previously presented more or less in
the abstract. Such a course would, at least, guide the
student entering the business world in searching for the
broad aim of a given task as well as in the handling of
the minute details of the. work necessary to achieve it.
Pitkin expresses this dual perspective when ho says;
"In most fields of nigh endeavor wo
find two grand divisions which are
named variously ... Now the first
grand division in each case embraces
tl~t€ details which must be manipulated .
second consists of the situation
"
as a whole insofar at it relates to
your pariloular aim." (1)
A course in the application of initiative would
(1) Aitkin. t/aTter B.. Psycholo/c?- of Achievement
(New gork, fSsO) p/WJ
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I believe, be helpful ia brosuionLng the vision of the
student of business administration. It seens to ne that
knowledge is of little Importance, except for personal
gratification, unless it is applied to the solution of a
specific problem. With this thought in nind I have attempt-
ed to develop in this thesis a consciousness of the almost
limitless opportunities in the field of business odmlnis-
tpation for the application of this trait. Business Is a
broad field. Its cultivation requires diversified effort.
Although its laborers are many, its harvest yields only
to the comparative few. The student of business adminis-
tration enters the field with a decided advantage in train-
ing. His participation in the fruits to be gathered will
be, I believe, in direct ratio to his application of ini-
tiative to his work.
In the following pages the word "initiative**
appears with tiresome repetition. This redundancy is
deliberate. I risk the effect of monotony for the sake
of emphasis.
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CHAPTER I
TEE ELEMENTS OP
miTIATIVE

7Understanding of the Term , If initiative is
to be applied with profitable results to the administra-
tion of business, it is necessary first of all to have a
realization of the exact meaning of the term, Webster
defines initiative as follows:
a. “Pertaining to initiation; serving to
initiate or begin; preliminary. An
Introductory step,
b. The right or power to introduce a new
measure or course of action;
c. Energy or aptitude displayed in the
initiation of action; self-reliant
enterprise.** (1)
Perhaps of these three definitions, the most
applicable to our subject is the last, wherein initiative
is described as "self-reliant enterprise," This concept
is pared down to its core and is aoout as brief as possi-
ble. It is not, however, informative about the origin of
the characteristic nor of its component parts. A com-
posite of the opinions of writers on business subjects
seems to indicate that they consider initiative allied
with foresight, enthusiasm, experience, judgment, com-
prehension, and action. The most comprehensive definition
of it, in my opinion, was stated by Doctor I. C. Whlttemore
of Boston University when asked by the writer for his
conception of the trait. He suggested the following:
TT) Vebster^s Collegiate Dictionary, Fourth Edition.
(Jderrlam Series, 1933).
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"Initiative Is a name for a class of
factors that Involve a complex com-
bination of a group of attributes
which, in turn, may be the results
of experience* Its elements Include:
1. Intelligence—basically native;
2. Creative imagination—largely
l:wreditary
;
3. Social factors.”
He further suggested that initiative might be;
a. The fl^t against dominance
b. The result of a life of having
leadership thrust upon one.
Let us examine the elements listed by Doctor
Whlttemore
•
Intelligence . This quality, which is generally
conceded to be a native trait, is considerably modified
by learning €ind experience. It may be "generally defined
as the ability of the individual to adjust to new prob-
lems and conditions of life ... (but) ... adjustitient
really Involves both intellectual and emotional factors .**(1)
Certainly the student of business needs the "ability ...
to adjust to new problems" for he will be called upon to
solve them dally. According to the authors just quoted;
"No personality trait could ever by ex-
clusively innate. These traits have
been shown to be modifiable by envi-
ronment and to depend upon a social
milieu for development. There must
always be both hereditary and envi-
ronmental Influences. We may compare
(T) iiatz, t>aniel, and Schenck, Richard L., Social Psy
cholo^ (New York, 1938) p. 4l6.
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personality to the area of a rectangle;
It must have both base (heredity) and
altitijde {environment). (1)
This effect of the complementary action of heredity and
environment is noted also by Sh 'iffer as follows:
"The actions of heredity and environment
are not antagonistic
,
as is sometimes
incorrectly assured, but supplementary.
Heredity initiates the process of de-
velopment and determines the limits
within which it can be : odlfled by ex-
ternal factors." (2)
Let us pass over for the time being the factor of native
Intelligence. Inasmuch as this thesis is written for the
student of business administration, it seems logical to
assuLie that such a student would not be enrolled in a
College of Commerce unless he possessed sufficient basic
intelligence to enable him to so matriculate. The envi-
ronmental factors, which probably vary with the individ-
ual, will be modified and perhax>a unified by a college
education in business subjects; and diversified by indi-
vidual employment in various lines of business. It Is
tlirough this collegiate study and the laboratory practice
of every-day business duties that the element of experience
enters into the development of initiative. Thus far the
business administration student would seem to qualify for
the trait.
(1) j^tz, Raniel, and Schenck, Richard L., Soci^ Psy-
chology (New York, 1938) p. 282.
(2) Shaffer, Laurence 3?r^oric, Psychology of Adjustment
(Cambridge, Mass., 1^36) p. MS.
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Creative ImaKint.tlon . In simple words, creative
ima^natlon means imagination used constructively* It
connotes Ina.jlnatlon applied to the problem at hand and
the exercise or efforts to solve it* It implies, further,
the visualizing of its cause and the consideration of its
solution. This creative imagination la conducive to the
initiation of action* It would seem that this element
might be developed through practice in a student of college
rating* Pigors considers its attainment open to almost
all of average Intelligence when ho says:
•initiative is by no means solely depen-
dent upon the creative Im^mlse of a
genius* Indopendent spirit who
sees a little more deeply than the
rest, who feels more Intensely than
the average person, or who is less in-
hibited in the free expression of his
Individuality can exercise this function*
* * * The initiator is Intensely in-
dividual, rich in emotional life, and
capable of explosive action which
quickly bridges the gap between thought
and deed* • * People who are incapable
of this kind of leadership fail because
their enthusiasm or indignation, al-
though quickly aroused, flags before
it can grow into action* They never
get beyond the vague ’something ought
to be done about this* stage." (1)
He also states that:
"Initiative may be either destructive
or constructive* Constructive initia-
tive presupposes a goal clearly seen
and a firm determination to reach that
( 1 ) Pl/Tors* ?aul, Leaderslilp or Dominance (Boston, 1936)
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goal* It is never sufficient merely
to realize that something ought to be
done. The Initiator must also know
what is to bo done and to go about
doing it* He must have sufi'icient
intelligence to find ways and means
to develop a program of action after
mature study of the situation.” (1)
Pigors seems to feel that Initiative may be cultivated
t
and developed through experience*
Social Factors * This application of intelli-
gence coupled with the use of creative imagination In
the development of initiative involves certain social
factors* Among them ml^t be listed:
Personal interest
Vision
Judgment
Dominance
Leadership
Personal Interest . First of all, to whatever
line of business the student of business administration
devotes his attention, he must be prep€ired to develop a
personal Interest in it if he wishes to succeed* If he
enjoys his work he will soon come to look upon it as
something In which to take a personal pride. He will
not be content with doing only the bare necessity or
what is exjwcted of him, but he will regard his work as
his very own and he will endeavor to learn all that he
can about It* He will be ever seeking better and more
11; I^lgors, Paul, Leadership or Dominance (Boston, 1955)
p. 243.
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•fflclent methods of perforr.iance . This persoria.1 Interest
Is, indeed, an element of Initiative, If not a pre-requl-
8lte« Although such personal Interect Is an acquired
trait, opinion soems to be divided upon whether it can be
developed arbitrarily or whether it is effective only
when a subject appeals. Pitkin loans to the latter and
says
:
**A man*s energies tend to be organized
best and fastest along their natural
persistence. Dut what is that? Well,
we usually call it his interest. It
is the thing with ^diich he concerns
himself, not under compulsion, not as
a result of suggestion, but rather
out of his own sensitivities and crav-
ings.* (1)
while the opposite opinion la held by Coe who writes:
"Further study of our drives increases
the certainty of their enormous plas-
ticity. Woodworth has maintained that
any mental mechanism can become a drive;
that is, that we can develop positive
Interest and a tendency to repeat any-
thing we ever do; we can ’take an in-
terest’ in anything. Watson, too, holds
that a man can acquire practically any
qualities.® (2)
Personal interest in one’s work certainly adds
zest to an undertaking, end the student of l^siness ad-
ministration will find It worth while to develop it.
Vision. It seems to ma that vision is very
( 1 ) i^ltkln. Walter B.. Psychology of Achievement
(New York, 1S50J' i).”537
(2) Coe, George A., The Nature of L^en (New York, 1928)
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closely allied with experience j the more oxtenslve one’s
experience, the broader his perspective. If the student
of business adiidnlstrutlon is without this personal back-
ground, he must rely upon that of otliers. '.fnny times he
will find it possible to apply a classic solution to a
problem. If sucli la not the case, he must seok the ad-
vice of others. The man or woman of initiative will not
be satisfied with applying a routine that has grown up
with the years unless the reason for it is clear. The
chances are that it evolved from axi>orlence and that it
is fundamentally sound, but the fact remains that It may,
and probably can, be improved. The aim is to try to see,
in advance, the results of actions or policies.
Judgment * This factor, also, appears to be the
result of experience* Having solved a given or similar
problem in the past, one can more easily see the solution
to the one in hand. Haup says:
"Much in mental life depends upon the
retention of action patterns, that
have been formed through previous ex-
periences." (1)
How then, can the stijdent without experience, develop
judgment? This need not be a cause for wOTrj’^. First of
all, psychologists a. e fairly well agreed that judgment
and intelligence show a fairly hi^ correlation. Intel-
(l) feaup, Robert Bruce, Complacency, the Foundation of
Human Behavior. (New xork, 1^6) p. 81
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ligence should prompt the seeking of advice when experi-
ence falls. The opinion of a Liinor clerk, however, should
never be accepted as final. A decision from soLieone in
authority Is necessary. Such decision should be analyzed
to cttcertain whether it is one vrhlch can be used generally
in similar cases, or whether it applies specifically to
the present case; and the reason should be noted in writing.
Initiative should further prompt one to make a file of
such notes for future reference. ?7e are always optimis-
tic about our m^nories, thinking we "will recicaaber that"
but good notes, it is well to bear in rind, are far better
than poor memories. If such good notes are easily acces-
sible, future deliberations may be considerably shortened.
These notes may be used for a basis of comparison. Scott
says:
"People commonly find difficulty In
readying a decision unless a basis of
comparison is provided or ready at
hand . ” ( 1
)
He also mentions;
"Deliberation especially involves an
activity of comparison and contrast." (2)
Good judgment, therefore, may be developed as a result
of several judgments, both good and poor. It Is often a
stepping stone to another factor of initiative, that of
(ly Scott. V/alTer D.. Influencing Men in Business
(HeW Torlir'TSieT P.'
(2) Ibid. p. 19
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leadership
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Leadership . Of this factor, Katz and. Schstenck
say that
:
"Personal leadership • . . aioans the domina-
tion and control of people in face-to-
face status throUi^ the greater ac^oe-
sivenoss ability or physical superiority
of the leader. Such personal leadership
has been called Aecerideince by F. A.
Allport." (1)
They list as factors related to ascenda:ice:
"Self-CO rJTidence
Speed of decision
Finality of judgment”
adding that;
"Ascendance personalities tend to be-
lieve in themselves—to make up their
minds quickly and to hold to their
decisions." (2)
These autliors hold that leadersiilp (which we
have listed as a factor of initiative) is an outgrowth
of aggressiveness • Here, again, we note a difference of
opinion among psychologists, Pitkin makes a distinction
between initiative and aggressiveness and states:
"Aggressiveness can now be clearly dis-
tinguished from simple Initiative and
from unjust selfishness. Initiative is
less than aggressiveness and unjust
selfishness is much more. Many a man
shows much initiative but little or no
(1) j^atz, Daniel and Schwenck, Richard L., Social Psychol-
ogy (Rew York, 1938) p, 43b
(2) Ibid, p. 459
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Pi^rs contents hinsclf vith the mild assertion that
"every initiator siost have an unusual de^^pree of selT-
assuranoe." (2)
Fpojh these varioits writing isw nsy decide that
leadership involves initiative « and be the outgrowth
of it« Leaderahlp eoinnotos ag^p^esslvenees or asosnduncy.
Conoluslon . Su H'Jng up this ol-Apter it would
sotta that ele^sents of Initiative are;
I« Intsllisodoe
S« Creative lma^mtlc»i
3« Social factors;
a* Personal Interest
b. Vision
0.
Judg;Kait
d« Leadership
1,
Self-confidence
2« Speed of decision
3. Fiimlity of judgr^iont
e« D<a3;lnance
1. AgsreaslvenesG
2. Priv©.
Hsvlng assuiaed that the student of busirxeas
adstlnistration posse&ses In store or lees neasure the {^ine
factor of intelligence^ let us devote soiris study to the
other eleoaei'.te of initiativo and the importance of their
relation to the adoinistrcLtion of that fascinating but
) f^ltkln/ roTtor PeyoboIoCT of Aehisvsmsnt
(Tiew '^rrk, 19*^) p. 2^>^.
<2) Pigore, Paul, Loador^ip or Doainsnes (Boston, 1956)
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CHAPTER II
THE MBAHDIO OP BT]£IKi:S
ADHI!fISTRATION
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Development of Collones of Bualnesc ,^dinlnlstra-»
tion, Durin;: the last twenty-five or tlilrty years, there
has been a phenoiaenal jp^owth in the production and distri-
bution of tjoods in the Unitod States. Durin^i the same
period, and growing out of tills expansion of business,
there has developed a demand for Gii5>loyees educated in
the fundamental theories of subjects pertaining to coninerce.
To meet this need many of the colleges and universities of
the country have inaugurated schools of coinnerce and busi-
ness administration which offer courses designed to pre-
sent a scientific approach to the problems of business
administration. ?/hat, then, is Business Administration?
Business Administration. Webster defines the
words thus:
Business: **1. State of being busy.
2. That which busies or en-
gages one’s time, attention,
or labor, as a principal
serious employment.
3* mercantile transactions; traffic
in general; trade.” (1)
Administration ;
•
'"i. Act of administering; specific
conduct of any office or em-
ployment; direction; management.
2. The persons collectively en-
trusted with executive powers."(l)
Such are the dictionary definitions of the term. The two
words combined cannot be so easily, nor indeed, so briefly
(i; V/ebster»s dollegiate Dictionary, Merriam Series
(Springfield, Mass., 1933)
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denned. Leon Carroll Marshall round his treatise on
business administration to spread over a voluii» of nearly
a thousand pages. He sums up its basic features as follows
"Basie Features of Administration
1. i’olicy fornaFlon
2. Planning and setting up the organization
3. Running the organization." (1)
and in his preface to the same work he states:
"... the modern business administrator
is a solver of business problems—prob-
lems of Mllcy, of orgauiization, and of op-
eration." (2)
The development of these three basic features
involves the study of fundamental theories of economies
«
finance, sociology, psychology, law, merchandising, man-
agement, selling, and accoisiting, as well as numerous
other subjects. Although all of these studies and many
others are presented in our colleges of business adminis-
tration, the nAjorlty of our graduates find early place-
ments in specialized departments of industry in which
they are called upon to apply but a fraction of their
training in their daily work. This Uniting of the field
of effort for the beginner may be somewhat responsible
for the development of the narrow perspective which usu-
ally underlies a lack of initiative.
The policy formers, and the planners in business
(1) Marshall, Leon Carroll, Bus iness Administration
( Chicago, l^^l) p. 766
(2) Ibid, p ix.
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are, natux*ally, in the minority, Tho; are the men and
women ojf initiative who have built upon their experience.
The student must be satisfied, ordinarily, with gradual
progress while making an effort to correlate experience
with theory during his regular performance of daily tasks.
In other words, he cannot at any tine feel that his period
of study terminated with the reception of his degree.
On the other hand, he will find that the harder he worked
for hia degree in business, the greater will be his reali-
sation of the need for study, never-ending study, of the
problems of business. Surrounding him will be department
xoanagers, salesmen, accountants and clerical assistants,
with and without hi^er education. Their number is legion.
The quality of assistance rendered by this legion runs
the gamut from Intelligent responsibility assumption to
rubber-stamp clerkship. The quantity of business em-
ployees who are content with putting in forty hours weekly
on routine work, having no curiosity s^out the aims and
the policies of the company with which they are associ-
ated, showing no interest in anything except the pay
envelope, is simply incredible , Moreover, this condition
is not limited to office boys, young stenographers and
file clerks. It is frequently found in the sales per-
sonnel! and even occasionally among sales and office manag-
ers. la this because the rank and file of workers do not
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care? Is It because they aie not trained? Or is It be-
cause of confusion in the iixan^eiiient of the company.
Dr. Overstreet sayss
^
"I know of no enterprise in which there
is more confused thinking about alms
and functions than the enterprise of
business.” (1)
This ct^ifusion is unfortunate for business as
a whole. It is the cause of waste of time and money. On
the other hand it is Just another proof of the enormous
field that exists for the application of initiative on
the part of the individual. The man or woman of initiative
especially the graduate of a college of business admlnis-
ti*atlon, should endeavor constantly to look beyond the
isolated department and to keep continuously in mind the
broad aim of the company. Because I believe this atti-
tude can be encouraged and promoted by management^ this
angle will be discussed more fully in a later chapter.
For the present, however, we must keep in mind
the coordination of the p€U?t8 of business. The policy
formation, the planning and the operation, performed by
various departments, must be complementsu?y . A. Pollett
sees these functions os a unit:
"It seems to me that the first test of
business administration, of industrial
organization should be whether you have
(1) Overstreet, H. A. (and others) Scientific Foundations
of Business Administration (Baltimore, 192^)
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lance we shall use the following outline of the Punctiona
of Buflinecs M-Tiinlstration :
1 • Manacainent—Execut Ivc Department
2. Production aiwi/or Purchasing
3. Distribution
a • Sales Management
b. Sales Personnel
4 • Record Keeping
a. Office Management
b* Secretarial Work
c. Accounting
We shall now attempt to apply the elements of initiative
to the functions of business administration.
Suggested Readings
1. Pollett, H. A.
Overstreet, H. A.
Person, Harlow S.
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) Baltimore,
Scientific Foundations of Dual-
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2* Marshall, Leon Carroll, Business Administration
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a. business with all Its ports so co-
ordinated, so laoTlng together in their
closely knit and adjusting activities,
so linking, interlocking, inter-re-
lating, that they make a working unit;
that is, not a congeries of separate
pieces, but what I have called a func-
tional whole or Integritive unity,” (1)
This resiilt is, of course, impossible without manage-
ment, The whole idea of organization connotes management
and is stimmed up by Sheldon as:
"the process of so combining the work
which individuals or groups have to
perform with the faculties necessary
for its execution that the duties, so
formed, provide the best channels for
the efficient, systematic, positive
and coordinated application of the
available effort,^ (2)
This coordination is the keynote of success in
the departmentalization of a business. Although the
termiiiology of these various departments varies with the
industry, the functions are more or less identical. The
policy formation, the plarjilng, and the operation of a
business is divided into various functions, performed by
departments » The policy fOTmation, the planning and the
operation embrace the broad view of the company; the de-
partments enclose the details, ?/6 have scanned the com-
plete picture; let us now examine its parts. For convon-
(1; Poliett, A, (and others) Scientific Foundations of
Business Administration (^Itlr/iore, 1926;
pV I5D
(2) Sheldon, Oliver, Philosophy of i^anagei-.ent
.
quoted by
Person, Harlow S. in Scientific j^undaiiona of Busi-
ness Administration ^balilmore, 192^6; p, 216,
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CHAPTHH III
I^JITr^TIVK IN MANAGE'imrP,
THE EXHCtJTIVE DSPAITTMENT

Fuiictiaiia of the Executive De^artoent
. The
primary runcticn of ousiness administration, is mana^^e-
ment, isdilcli should emanate from the executive department.
The personnel of this department is usually composed of
the owners of an individual proprietorship, the parties
to a partnership, or the officers of a corporation. The
success or failure of the business is their responsibility.
It Is they T^iio must inaugurate and maintaiii policies,
make decisions, and dele^jate authority. They imast co-
ordinate the enterprise. Barnard describes the functions
of the executive department as follows;
"1. To servo as channels of coi*maui-
ication so far as oammunicat ions
must pass thru central positions.
Executive work is not that of tlie
or^^anization but the specialized
work of maintaining the or:5an-
ization.
2. To promote the seouriut; of the per-
sonal services that constitute the
material of organization.
3. To formulate and define the purposes,
objectives, ends of the organization.
Hence the critical aspect of this
function is the assignment of re-
sponsibility—the delegation of
objective authority.” (1)
Qualities of tlie Executive . If the executive
department is to function as outlined above, its personnel
rl) Barnard, r.ho8ter I., The Functions of the Lxecutlve
(Cambrldlge, liKass., pp 215-^31.
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mist possess certnin quclltles, Oovyan defines the
qualities essential to the executive as:
”1, Judj^nt
Reasoning ability, accuracy
in conclusions, abllit^r to
profit by experience.
2. Initiative
Allertness
Imagination
Originality
Independence in thinking.” (1)
He lists as a separate quality Judgment, which we have
considered as one of the factors of initiative.
Let us consider the first function of the
executive department.
To Serve as Channels of Communication . First
of all, let us consider this function in its literal
sense. 'That about communications to destinations out-
side the business? Vfhat the executives of initiative
should constantly keep in mind is the scope of these
out-going cocmunlcatlons . An old grammar school adage
reads that ”euiythlrxg that is worth doing is worth doing
well." If euci executive is not a master of the English
language, he should have Initiative enough to secure for
himself a secretary who con be so classified. Some
executives, far from being channels of communication, are
positive barriers to it. Unfortunately this condition
lY) (iowln, Eno^ Burton, Developing Executive Ability
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can and does exist in executives holding college degrees.
Although many of these officers burn with dynamic e lergy
that forces xsroduction and distribution, they seem
utterly unable to express ther-iselver in writing.
From the department of managei.ient ejianate
conBTainications of the utmost Iroportonce, concerning
investment, credit, natters of policy, and so forth.
Let us apply the social factors of initiative, as listed
on page sixteen, to communications. The most applicable
would se«:n to be vision and Judgment.
Vision in Executive Communications—Outward .
(a) Clarity . It would seem that a communication from an
executive to a party outside the organization would be
directly or indirectly concerned with a matter of policy.
Hence, the executive department must see that the communi-
cation is clear . V/hat is clear to the sender of a message
is often most ambiguous to the receiver. The executive
must recall that the "burden of proof is on the sender."
He nflist use his imagination to visualize the effect of
his cossminicatlon upon others. He jnust also Dear in
mind that the receiver of the letter may, himself, be
without initiative. Therefore, he, the sender, should
take nothing for granted, but should strive to make
comnamlcatlon clear and co35)rehenaible
.
(b) Comprehension . The executive must r.iake sure tliat his
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comzrianlcation covers all of tlie poln'-.s Intended. It must
"be truly co: .prehensIve . A frequent cause of wrath among
temperamental business men is what they term the "stu-
pldlty" of others who failed to understand what they,
themselves, did not intelligently express. Just a small
amount of initiative will improve outwaixi channels of
ccsamunlcation. The sender ^ould \7rite as though ho
might not have a second cliance to express himself. With
this thought in mind he will in hla coraimmlcation irxclude
all pertinent ideas
.
Vision in Executive Corniimnicat ion .' -Inward .
(a) Motility . Mar^ an important comnamlcation has been
"stalled" in an executive channel. The causes of this
"stalling" are varied* The executive laay be away frcan
the office; he may be busy about other matters, and be-
cause he has either failed to delegate the authority to
act in his stead, or because his personnel is lacking In
Initiative, the business in question romalns stagnant.
Part of the policy of the general manager should include
a routine which keeps inward cocammications moving . He
should either act personally, or delegate others to do so.
(b) Follow-up . The transition of position frcaa the
executive’s desk to that of a subordinate accomplishes
nothing constructive unless and until the subordinate
acts. A good tickler system used by the cbJLef or his
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efficient secretrjry should be Included In his attention
to irward conriiunlcatlone
.
(c) Disposal . Inward coLnnunlcatlons, having received
either positive or negative treatrient, should he given
final disposition. T>ie ultii^ate and proper disposition
is the filing department, Jduch tir o Is wasted because
orders €ind other papers are tucked away In various desks
Instead of finding their way In routine narjier to the
filing department. Despite the fact that such delays
suid o?nl88lon8 are usually blaned uj>on the parties directly
guilty of them, the executive of Initiative will realize
that the blaaie rests with iiiriself . He is the manager;
and It is part of his job to have the kind of personnel
who con and will carry out his policies; and one of his
most important policies should bo the establishment and
maintenance of a smoothly operating system for liandling—
tlirough to ccwnpletion—executive canmunlcations • Such
a policy requires vision in its fonaa-tiun and judgment
in its execution,
Judgz-ient in Sxec .tive Coimaunicat ions , The
executive must take steps to insure acceptance of his
dei)artm0ntal communications as authoritative and to
ascertain that proper action follows, ?.Iany corporation
officers complain bitterly that they "can*t get things
done," Whose fault is this? Barnard says:
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"Hew a BK>st signlTlcant fact of ^on-
eral observation relative to authority
Is the extent to which it is effective
in specific instances. It is so in-
effective that the violation of au-
thority is accepted as a natter of
course and its inplicatlons are not
considered . " ( 1
)
Se feels that the major reason why there are so many
violations of authority Is thiat executive conanunications
to subordinates are not clear. He has carefully analyzed
the reactions of the receiver of an authoritative con-
nunloation and ho says:
"A person con and will accept a con-
nunlcatlon as authoritative only
when four conditions slnoiltaneously
obtain
:
a.
b.
d.
lie can and does understaiid the
oomnainication
;
At the tine of his decision he
believes that it is not inconsis-
tent with the purpose of the or-
gan!zation j
At the tine of his decision ho
believes it to be compatible with
his personal interest as a whole;
He is able mentally and physically
to comply v/ith it.” (2)
The executive with initiative will apply vision and
judg^aent to his coimTrunlcatlons . He will anticipate the
reactions of the receivers and plan accordingly.
So much for the literal sense of the function;
(1) Barnard, CTTester I., Tlie Functions of the Executive
(Cambridge, INbiss., 1^6) p. 1^1.
(2) Ibid. p. 161.
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In the broad or freo translation o£ the terra, iaana^jeraent
In serving as a channel of cor^ununi cation *-.ast transialt
to the organization through its departuient heads, its
present policies, its specific oi^oi-s, and its expecta-
tions •
Policies . The company «j.ll have long-term
policies, whether defined or unwi’ltton, and those should
be conveyed to the proper department heuus if not to the
organization as a rs^clo* Policies of tiie company laiglit
Include, a^nong others;
a. Ethics of tlie corupaxi;^
b. Methcd.8 of financing—the budget
c. Employer-exiployoe relations
d. Product-planning
© • Product distribution
f. Advertising
g. idiscclloneous
Let us consider management as a channel of camiaunicatlon
the matter of corapany policies.
a. Ethics . This is a philosopliical term
closely allied with Lioral tenets. In the early days of
commerce business ethics as we know them today were more
often violated than observed. Recent legislation such
as the Robinson-Patman Act have attempted to make certain
ethical standards statutory. The individual company
must, however, decide whether its competitor practice
will be conservative or liberal; whether it will barely
stay within the law or so formulate its policy that its

ethical reputation is inseparably associated with its
name.
Initiative in Ethics . This is one factor of
business which lends itself less easily to the practice
of initiative than others. Pounded on natural laws,
ethics are fairly rigid. The executive must apply his
initiative toward recognition of the ethics of his in-
dustry, the historical record of his company, and to
the adoption of a standard. Once decided, this standard
must be clearly consamicated to his subordinates.
b. Methods of Financing ; the budget . Finan-
cing a btisiness today is a task for a specialist in the
field. This topic can be barely mentioned here in its
relation to the study of initiative. Methods of finan-
cing for any company will undoubtedly change with the
times, with the economic conditions of the district,
cuid with the accessibility of capital. It is the duty
of the executive of initiative to strive for vision in
his plans. His creative imagination should prompt him
to keep in constant touch with economic changes, both
present and fore-shadowed, that he may keep his company
properly financed. With this end in view, most success-
ful CGtnpanies operate on a budget.
Tnttiative in Budget Operation . The executive
of initiative will, first of all, apply his creative
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Imagination to the problem of finance and use hla judgment
in recognizing the need of a budget. His vision will be
applied to the structure of this most necessary policy
—
budget-forming—€uid the task, even though delegated to
subordinates, will be under his personal supervision.
He will not allow it to be fonmilated merely as a gesture,
or a slightly altered version of last year's pattern.
He will attack his problem scientifically, carefully
accumulating all pertinent facts, weighing and analyzing
them; and then decide upon a budget workable under present
economic conditions. Having decided, he will act upon
his decision and see Uiat expenditures are kept within,
and that sales quotas meet or exceed, the budgetary
figures. This Is not soiaethlng which can be dismissed,
once established, until next year* It must be a part of
the daily life of the executive. He can never relax his
initiative—his alertness—in this respect.
o. Employer-Employee Relations . Although this
title appears under the policy-forming function. It is
also one of the main functions of the executive, as
defined upon page 24. Hence It will be treated more
fully under the discussion of Function #2.
d. Product -Planning . An Important policy of
management is product planning. The laying out of the
budget end the setting of sales quotas is of little
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practical uae unless one has a product which can he sold.
Product planning Involves additions to the line, (new
products), revised patterns of old numbers, newly styled
packaging, greater convenience or additional uses, dis-
continuance of i)oarly selling articles, and simplifica-
tion and steindardlsatlon* This Is more or less a function
of the production or engineering department but must be
supervised by management. The executive must constantly
apply his Initiative to his product. His vision must
encompass competing lines, new discoveries, improveiaents,
economic changes affecting demand, and numerous other
factors. He can never sit back and decide that he has
an Ideal product, neither can he depend upon present
consumer acceptance of his line. He must be constsuitly
on the alert to detect changes In consumer preference and
adapt his product or line accordingly.
e. Product Distribution . This heading should
properly, according to market research specialists, come
before product planning. Instead of deciding upon a
product and then attempting to market It, the executive
of Initiative will ascertain first, what tho market
wants and then make that product, ^/hlchever way he
attacks the problem, however, he Is .faced with the problem
of distribution. He must analyse the advantages and the
disadvantages of reaching the consumer direct, through
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the retailer, through wholesalers, sales agents, his own
salosioen, brokers, etc* Failure to recognize changing
times and the economic erfect of change upon distribu-
tion, has been the cause of many failures in business
during the last fifteen years. Large-scale production
has forced large-scale distribution, close oompetition,
and small margins. Judgment is the factor of initiative
which the executive must use for this problem, and his
judgment must be fortified by study; of the economic
era, of long-term trends in the Industry, of competitor
tactics, and of the potential market.
f. Advertising . If large scale production
has forced large-scale distribution, the result of the
latter has brought about present-day extensive adverti-
sing. The nuxaber of media have increased with recent
inventions such as radio, sound films and trucks, sky
writing, neon signs, and many others. Expenditures for
advertising belong, properly, in the budget of the com-
X>any. Choice of media, appeals used, direction of roes-
sage, all are part of the function of the advertising
manager or the sales manager but In either case are sub-
ject to the policies of the company and the approval of tii
executive. Initiative with its creative imagination,
its vision, its aggressiveness and its alertness are
N
gi*eatly needed here. Expenditures for advertising in
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this country reach colossal figures. How lauch of it Is
planned sclentIfloally? Checked periodically? Followed
through systematically? How often has the advertising
appropriation been examined and compared with sales
volume during a trial period? How many businesses fail
to tie in expensive advertising with point-of-contact
sales campaigns, sales helps, dealer cooperation, sales-
man application? The executive of initiative will bear
these facts in mind* The human element will always
enter—the periodical lapse in effort, the le^^ between
suggestion and response—but initiative will recognize
these tilings and plan accordingly.
Function #g--To promote the securing of the
personal services that constitute the material of or-
ganizations .
Although the "securing of the personal services
is usually a function of the personnel or office manage-
ment departments, the application of a little initiative
on the part of the executive group will effect a policy
for the minor departments to follow; and a periodic check
up will be made to ascertain whether such a policy is
followed. Many an executive is thoroughly surprised
when, after the loss of a satisfactory clerk or sales-
man, he makes the discovery that such clerk or salesman
was either underpaid or unjustly treated* The executive
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department should have definite policies and definite
lines of authority and should bear In mind that nanago-
ment, like advertising^ must be constant to be effective.
Personal Interest in the personnel and officers must be
given by the executive of initiative. He Eiust show
leadership.
Leadership In the Executive . In this fornation
of policy directed toward the securing of the right
people for the right services, the executive must demon-
strate his leadership. There Is no questioning the fact
that some people appear to be natural leaders while others
are natural followers. Are these positions inter—change-
able? Lewisohn says:
"There are what Graham Walles calls
the desire to lead and the desire
to be led. Individuals vary In the
possession of these tendencies ...
In any event the possession of one
or the other tendency Is probably
,the most important factor in de-
teimilning whether the individual
will make a good leader or a good
follower. This quality or character
is probably more decisive than in-
tellectual (pialities.” (1)
This would seem to indicate that loaders are bom—not
made. I dare to think otherwise. I believe that the
executive of initiative can lead effectively even though
(Ij liowlsohn, Sam A., The New Leadership in Industry
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he, personally, would prefer to bo led. Tfhether he lias
acquired the executive position either through Gradual
advance and experience, or whether he has had it thrust
ui>on him by force of clrcui.istance, he Liust recognize his
rosponaiVillties and the demands of his office. If he
does not lead naturally, ho can learn to do it by the
exercise of persistent will power. The executive of
initiative will constantly study the opportunities, the
privileges, and the responsibilities of his position.
Ho will road, read
,
and read what others have done in
slzoilar cases, and ho will use each personal experience
as a stepping stone to the next. His initiative will
cause him tc apply judgment to the formation of policies
towards securing and maintaining efficient help. In-*
efficient help is always a reflection upon the Judgment
of management; either poor Jud^ient w?xs used in hiring
the Inefflolent, or those taken on were negligibly
trained after employment. Either result is inexcusable.
Scott says:
"Inefficient help should be avoided
since the example of the less effi-*
dent should become the model for
the larger group." (1)
and again
(1) fecott, Walter Dill. Increasing Human Efflolonc:; in
Business ^orlc
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"Erery employee should be acquainted
with the pur^sc and pollcloc of tho
comx)any . ” ( 1
J
Lack of initiative upon the part of management is re-
sponsible for much inefficiency among employoes. Nothing
is more ridiculous than the ranting of a manager because
an employee overlooked doing what the manageiiient had
never asked him to do, I grant that the employee probably
failed to use initiative, but this quality is a factor
of management first—employee afterward. Such expression
usually takes the form of "V/ouldn»t you think he would
use some initiative?" whereas the blame properly rests
upon the executive who undoubtedly failed in selecting
or training tho employee. Again, I repeat, tho execu-
tive should either shoulder the responsibility himself
or delegate it; and if the latter, he should take steps
to be sure that such delegation is properly understood
and accepted.
Function #3—As signment of Responsibility and
Delegation of Objective Authority . This last function
does. Indeed, require initiative—such factors as vision
and jud£p3ient as well as leadership. To quote BarncoHl
again, "There cannot be authority without corresponding
responsibility." (2)
( 1 ) Scott, 'alter Dill, Increasing Human Efficiency in Bus
iness York^ 19^6; p. 9l.
(2) Barnard, Chester 1., The Functions of the Executive
( Cambridge, Mass., p. 174.
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Re further explains:
*^espon8lblllty for orgiinlzation de-
cision must be assigned positively
and definitely In many cases because
the aptness of decision depends
upon Imcnvledr^e of facta and of or-
t^inisation purposes, and is, there-
fore bound up with organization.” (1)
Barnard again says:
”T?hen decision is Involved there are
consciously present two terns—the
end to be acconpllshed and the rreans
to be used*” (2)
This Is a variation of Pitkin* s quotation used on page
5 pointing out the two divisions of high endeavor—the
"details which usist be manipulated" and the "situation
as a whole*" (3) The latter division belongs to the
executive while the fonoer is part of the work delegated
to others*
Vision in the Delegation of Authority .
Leffingwell ways:
"The first requisite in organization
is clearly defined lines of authority.
The second is . • . that no one in-
dividual executive shall have too
many people reporting to him or too
many deportments or sections under
him.
n.) Sornard, cEester I*, The Functions of the I:Xecutive
( Cambridge, Mass., p. I'A''
,
(2) Ibid, p* 185*
(3) Pitkin, TTalter B. Psychology of Achievement
(New York, 1930) p* 165^
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Kext, • . • t^e work shall be function-
alized as far as possible. That Is^ no
one individual should have too mejiy or
too varied taslcs to perform.** (1)
I doubt if lines of authority can be clearly defined
other than in writings—graphically if possible;—and
I believe that such definition should be placed in the
hands of all concerned. The old saying that ”What is
everybody’s business is nobody’s business” is aptly
demonstrated in a fina vithout well defined lii.es of
authority. ”Buck-passlng” is a daily occurence and con-
fusion results. The executive of initiative will have
the vision to appreciate this and will apply his judgment
to the solution of the problei.i. To do trJLs scientifi-
cally he sRist do five things
;
1. State the problem
2. Gtet all the facts
3. Compure and saialyze those facts
4. Poria a decision
5. Act upon the decision formed.
He has stated the problem when he has recognized the
need for the defined lines of authority. His accumulation
of and analysis of facts may take considerable time.
First of all he must be thorouglily familiar with the
work to be done before delegating its performance to
another. Secondly, he must know the calibre of those
about to do the work, as well as that of the superintend-
(Ij LeffinKV/ell. William Henry, office hana. :g. lent
(He« York, 19S5) p. fl7.
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Ing personnel . And finally, ho must kno^ the conditions
siirroundlnc tho worl:* When he has made his complete
analysis, he is in position to decide whether his company
would respond better to Line and Staff Organization or
to Functional Organization; or whether a conblnatlon
of the two Is what he needs. This is not the place to
carry on a detailed dlscusclon of these two forms. Kin-
ball Stans up the difference briefly as follov/s:
’’In true Line and Staff Organization
all actual orders to the working force
pass throu^^ the line; ... in the
plan kiiown as Functional Organization
the direction of the work is divided
by functions rather than by simple
authority." (1)
\7hichever plan is adopted, it should be the result of
careful analysis and judgment. Once the decision is
made, the authority should be delegated and those in
whom it is vested held strictly responsible. If they
waiver in the beginning, the chances are that thjey will
not improve later. KUnkel says "Out cf a hesitation to
accept resxwnslbility on© surrenders to irresponsibil-
ity." (2) The acceptance of responsibility is closely
allied with initiative. It connotes self-confidence
|1) klmball, hexter S. and Kimball Dexter S. Jr.,
Principles of Economic Organization
TVew York; * 15391 p . 15^.
"
(2) Kiunkel, Fritz. M.D. God Helos Ttiose (Now York,
1931 )
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wULch is a Tactoi’ of leadership and which, in turn, is
6ne of the social factors of initiative
.
Judjjinent in the ^eleL;ation of Authority . In
tills instance, judgitoont seeris to overlap vision. If the
correct vision is used in the delegation of authority,
the proper judjisont will necessarily follow. The execu-
tive oust bear iii mind at all tiiiies, however, that lead-
ers.-io must be ever present. He can delegate by word,
but he must lead by example. Subordinates will not
carry out policies which are violated by the chief.
Therefor©, with his delegation of authority aixi assurance
of acceptance of responsibility by employees, must go
his ass'iU'ance of leadership and integrity. Let him
realize that he has sei^ar-ated the reins without relin-
quishing control and that his is the hand always upon
the bridle.
Saving delegated authority to the various de-
partments, the executive yill, veiy naturally, be in-
terested in the results obtained from all of thtsn. Let
us examine first, that depai'tment which has to do with
the accumulation of the product for sale. In a manu-
facturing corii»ny this would be the production departnient,
A treatise on this department properly belongs in the
field of Industrial lingineoring or of Cost Accounting,
arid can hardly be touched on here. Taylor has more than
covered the subject and his treatises have been exx}anded
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by others. I^t U3 turn to the otlv^r cioiine of acquiring
an inventory of ^^o .da—one on wliich cocipaj atively little
has been written—that of purchasing and stores control.
V.e shall oxirilne this function and the application of
initiative to it.
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There Is an old saying among business men to
the effect that "goods well bought are half sold," The
secret of its effectiveness lies in the meaning behind
"well" bought. There is considerably more to purchasing
tlian the exchange of money for commodities. Purchasing
is a function of business administration which is spe-
cialized, Qushee and Boffey state that:
"It is impossible for real economy to
be attained in the purchase and utili-
zation of materials if the administra-
tive officers, the production staff,
the sales department and the engineers
all dabble at the process of buying.
The function of purchasing must be
assigned to a competent individual;
he must be given an adequate staff
and proiwr equipment for the work
assigned to him; his responsibility
and authority must be recognized within
and without the organization; he must
have the support and cooperation of the
other departments; and above all, he
must be given executive encouragement,
guidance, and backing." (1)
¥/hat then, are the functions of purchasing? Cartmell
lists seven steps.
Functions of Purchasing , These follow a logi-
cal sequence
:
"1. Determination of the articles
2. Learning idiat the narket offers
3. Selecting the vendor
4. Determining the price
5. Making the contract
(l) Gushee, Eidward T, and Boffey, L. P,, Scientific
Purchasing (New York, 1928) pp Id-ll.
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1, Determining the Articles . Broadly spealdng
the determination of the articles is decided by the type
of business under consideration. Specifically, however,
the purchasing agent, whether he is buying carloads of
flour or envelopes of bird seed, has a choice of dozens
or hundreds of brands and grades from which to determine
his selection. How shall the i>urchaslng agent apply
initiative to the determination of the articles to be
bou^t? Let us again look at the elements of initiative
and we shall see that wise purchasing requires intelli-
gence, creative imagination, vision and judgment.
a. Intelligence in the determination . Gushee
says
:
"To purchase intelligently, the buyer
must have a {u^eclse knowledge of what
is needed and a precise knowledge of
the article he buys to meet the need." (2)
How is the purchasing agent to obtain this "precise"
knowledge? He must use his creative imagination.
b. Creative imagination in the determination .
Here again, the znan or woman of initiative must know the
ccaiii)any and its needs. Y^hether connected with a manu-
(1) Cartmell. Madison, Stores and Materials Control
(Hew York, I§2S)' p.”2^6':
(2) Gushee, Edward T. and Boffey, L. P., Scientific
Purchasing (Hew York, 1923) p. 72.
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facturing or a trading firm, it is impossible to icnow
vhat to buy unless one knows thorou^ly the company and
its functions* If the purchasing agent has advanced to
his present position through successive steps, then it
is logical to assume that he knows from experience those
products which have been satisfactory, those unsatis-
factory, and what the ideal prcKluct would be if procur-
able at an economical figure. If, on the other hand,
he is a new employee, selected because of his knowledge
of products or markets in general, and because of broad
experience in purchase work, his first task is to apply
his initiative to a study of his company. He must learn
all possible about it to connection with the products
which it buys . He nxist learn the standards to which the
product must confoimi. If he is to a manufacturing con-
cern he will be obliged to know, probably, the correct
size, weight, color, grade, finish, etc,, of each product
in order that what is purchased may fit into production.
He imist use his spare time to familiarizing himself with
his company; he must talk with the superintendent of
production, watch operations, ajod find out why certain
articles are spoiled to process. Was it because of im-
proper raw materials? Carelessness to operation? De-
fective machinery? He must make notes of all such findings
and classify them for future reference. Then, when he is
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called upon to purchase additional supplies of a speci-
fic article or commodity, reference and re-reading of his
notes will assist him in buying, and prompt him to check
his purchase for resistonce to similar spoilage.
c. Intelligence in the Precise Knowledge .
The bxjyer with initiative will have a great deal of this
knowledge forced upon him if he will but listen. In
these days of hl^ pressure salesmanship industrial plants
and offices witness a constant procession of salesmen
eager to relate the merits of their "line.” It is at
this point that many purchasing agents reject a fertile
field of Information by high-hatting the majority of
visiting salesmen. It is almost as difficult for sales-
men to obtain an interview with some purchasing agents
as it Is to obtain an aiidienoe with an oriental potentate.
Whether mioh buyers are actually too busy to talk with
all callers, whether it is prejudice in many instances,
or simply an exaggerated impression of their own impor-
tanoe, it is difficult to say, but the fact remains that
many are cordially hated by visiting salesmen. These
purchasers, appea»ently, forget that their company is
ultimately a seller also, and that they are creating ill
will (or at least passing up an opportunity to Increase
good will) by their attitudes. There is no doubt about
the fact that it takes hours of valuable time to inter-
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view the mnaber of salesmen who call, but the purchasing
agent of initiative can very probably make this time pay
in the gathering of information from salesmen visitors.
Such callers are always casting about for an item of
news to interest the buyer,—a word about a nev; product,
news of a ccanpetitor, market information, etc. and the
alert buyer of initiative should not only be willing
but eager to listen. He will strive for an open mind.
iMany companies are deprived of excellent raw materials
because the prejudice of their buyer closes his eyes to
such values.
Learning T/hat the Market Offers . Here,
indeed, is a v/ide area for the purchasing agent of ini-
tiative. In addition to what he learns from salesmen,
he should be on the alert at all times to note articles
in his line as they appear on the market and are adver-
tised in the trade papers and in catalogues. If he is
situated in a large city, he cam asiplify this knowledge
by a visit to the iHiblic library and spending some tiiae
in glancing through tlie various indices. Mcmy thousands
of pages have been written about every-day products;
their inception, their evolution, their improvements,
and their various uses. It is impossible to have too
much information about one’s work and the accumulation of
facts can be both interesting and educational if looked
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upon as a >peun6 rather than as a painful duty.
In addition to this type of research, the
purchaaing agent can, as previouely mentioned, learn a
groat deal froa the vendors of products--through visiting
salesmen.
3. Selecting the Vendor . Let us assume that
the purchasing agent has used his Initiative to learn
all that he can about the articles needed by his com-
pany and all iKJsslble about the products offered by
various vendors* He must now decide upon the one or
more vendors with whc^ he Is about to place the orders.
It Is here that he must apply the element of judgment.
a. Judgraent In Selecting the Vendor . Gushee
and Boffey maintain:
. a purchasing agent should be
competent to select from available
sources of supply the one or more best
fitted to provide the goods.” (1)
In considering who is best fitted, the buyer imist apply
his judgment to the following standards:
1. Ethics of the vendor. Has he a
reputation for fair dealing? I>oes
he maintain quality?
2. Has he the capacity to get the goods
shipped as needed?
3. Has he financial stability? Can he
(
1
) Gushee, Edward T* and Boffey, L. P., Scientific
Purcliasliig (Hew York, 1926} p. 12.
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All of these oonslderationa are aside from price which
is, naturally, the next consideration. It should not,
however, be the deciding factor unless all other standards
and requirements are met.
4. Determining the price . In this determin-
ation the purchasing agent should remember:
a. "Economy in purchasing is not a
matter of selecting the lowest of
a number of bids, but of knowing
that the material bou^t is adapted
for requirements, efficiently pro-
duced, and bou^t at a price isfcich
represents a fair profit to the
seller.” (1)
b. That "scientific purchasing de-
termines the right price as one
wJ-ich rcjai^esents a fair profit
on the cost of econoxnicnl production
ar^ distribution of the goods.” (2)
c. That if he "uses intelligently all
the facilities at his disposal, he
will know what should be the right
price under given conditions for
many of the items he purchases." (3)
In ^is function of purchasing the agent must use the
social factor of initiative called doTiilnance, irtiich is
sub-divided into aggressiveness and drive. The agent must
be aggressive in the matter of agreement on price. Kav-
^1) Gushee, Edward T. and Boffey, L. F., Scientific
Purcdiaslng* (Kew York, 1928) p. 59.
(2) Ibid. p. 107.
(3) Ibid. p. 115.
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ing used hla Intelllgenco in loaralng about the articles
to be bought; his creative iniaglnation in visualizing
the products offered by the niarket and their uses, hla
judgment and decision in making a choice, he must now
narrow that choice to the best article for the purpose
at the nost economical price. This would be compara-
tively simple if prices were constant, but they are not.
Fluctuations in costs vary with the differences in com-
modities or goods; with grades, quantities, credit terms
economic conditions, etc. The recognition of **mark0t
price** is simple for such commodities as are sold in
organized exchanges, where evorj sale is published and
is more or less representative of an agglomeration of
contributing world forces. It Is more difficult for
non-trading items, purchasing agent of initiative,
however, will use his aggressiveness to gather informa-
tion idiere and how ho can, and he will be infor med of
the approximate, if not the actual market price. Com-
petition keeps moat articles of equal orade on a fairly
equal level. Seasonal fluctuations should be considered
and purchases made when most advantageous, bearing in
mind always the weighing of the better price against the
risk-bearing, storage, depreciation, ar^ so forth of the
larger Inventory. This 301.1© consideration enters into
the buying of quantity in order to obtain a lower unit
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Ethics in price-setting . TTaturally, the buyer
will strive to obtain the lowest price possible for the
article in question. He will find it necessary to re-
ceive several quotations from competing houses in order
to judge fairly what is the 3.owest price, (hisheo and
Boffey warn, however:
"It is axiomatic in scientific pur-
chasing . • . that conpotltion should
never be introduced for the solo
purpose of playing one bidder against
another and thereby forcing the price
down to a point which may represent
a loss to the ooncoi'n securing the
business," (1)
And Cartmell also says:
"The chief function of the purchas-
ing agent is not to beat down prices
but to render service." (2)
The purchasing agent is, of course, rendering a service
to his company when ho reduces costs of sales by skill-
ful buying. His aggressiveness, properly employed, will
point out many ways of doing this. He must be on the
alert at all times to acquire market information, and to
note and to use it for the good of his company.
5, Making the contract , After the purchasing
agent has determined the article to buy, having selected
( 1 ) (rushee, Edward T., and Boffey, h. P., Scientific
Purchas ing (How York, 1928) p, 110.
(2) Cartmell. Madison. Stores and Materials Control
(New York, ISSS}’ p.' ^fSS:
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it frcsn TS^t the ;:iapket offers, decided upon the vendor,
and agreed upon the price, he must then either laalce an
outri:;^t purchase for immediate delivery, or a contract
to purchase for later delivery at specified intervals.
It is here that the purchasing agent of initiative aust
apply the element of vision to the iiialclng of the contract.
in i:ialdLng the contract . The pur-
chasing agent should acquire. If he does not already
possess, at least an elementary laiowled^e of the leiw of
Contracts . He must know tliat the obligation of a con-
tract "consists in the rl^^t of one party to require the
other to perform, and the duty of that other to perform
accoi*dingly . " (1) He must know that a contract, to be
enforceable, mist satisfy the follovdLng requirements:
"1. An agreement of the parties
2 . Proper form
3. Real consent to its terns
4 • Consideration
5 . Contractual capacity
6. Legal object." (2)
The majority of purchasing agents would profess to be
familiar with these requirements. How many, however,
have any genuine familiarity with the terms of the many
contracts which they thou^itlossly sign day after day?
How many have any conception of the Law of Agency and
II) Perrin, Rr“L. and Babb, H. W., Commercial Law Cases
(Boeton, 1922) p.^OT;:
(2) Ibid. p. 91.
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realise w'lon they are binding (and ^en they are not)
their company by their acts? The buirer with initiative
will read throuj^i the fine printing which appears on
practically all contracts in order to realise not only
to what he is binding his company by his signature, but
to ascertain also v^.at rights he, as buyer, acquiros
under the contract.
Possibly because of tlie foiiiidablo apxjearance
of soaae types of contract foi^.'is, there are luyers who
make it a practice to sign only imdcr coripulsion* They
regard a request for signature as a reflection upon their
personal word, falling to realize that the parties to
the contract are nutually bound; and that although the
signature binds him to fulfillment it protects liim also
by binding the seller to perform.
In this connection, it is well for the purchaser
to realise that he con bind his company without signing
the pro forma contract. He liiust be familiar with tlaat
point of the uniform law of sales regarding "acceptance
and part payment" and guide himself accordingly.
In addition to being aware of the legal re-
quirements for making a contract, the buyer must know
also how a contract may be discharged. He must know that
they may be diecliarged as follows
:
"1. By agreen'-ent
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2 . fly perrormance
3* By breach
4« By impoBsibllity of performance
5. By operation of law." (1)
He must know what recourse he has If the vendor Is guilty
of breach. All of this requires study and a perpetual
awareness. Among valuable clauses Included In the fine
printing on contracts is that of the warranty accompany-
ing the goods . The buyer must know which seller gives
the best warranty.
Effecting the Delivery . A purchase contract
is of little value if the goods are not delivered idien,
where, and as needed. In this connection, "the coordina-
tion of stores and purchasing is necessary." (2) For
this reason, "the well organized purchasing department
requires requisitioning departments to be as reasonable
and definite in the delivery as in the quality specifica-
tions." (3)
a. Creative imagination in effecting delivery .
The purchasing agent with initiative must be familiar
with the time required by the vendor for filling an order,
the transit time necessary (which time often varies with
the seasons and with weather conditions), and the length
(1) i*errln, H. "l. and Babb, H. W., Commercial Law Cases
(Boston, 1922) 264-265.
(2) Gushee, E. T. and Boffey, L. P., Scientific Purchasing
(New York, 1928) p7 IW,
(3) Ibid. p. 148
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of time the article purchased should or should not be
"a^ed” In the plant before being put into production or
offered for sale.
b. Familiarity with the capacity of the seller .
The purchasing agent with initiative should have in his
notes and records of the vendors, some information con-
cerning the productive capacity of every vendor with whom
he does business. Such data is invaluable in cases of
emergency when goods are required in short order. Here
the buyer will find the advantage of objective buying.
Ilany buyers who maintain a prejudice towards certain
vendors find themselves forced to beg favors from them
when their regular sources of supply are unable to accom-
modate in cases of emergency. Capacity of the seller is,
in opinion, fully as important a consideration as
price and quality.
c. Transit time . In large coiopanies, the
X>urchasing department may have a traffic expert, faiiilliar
with railroad and truck tariffs; with freight train time
tables and freight rates. This is highly specialized
knowledge and is better obtained from a railroad or truck
official unless the company traffic man has been trained
to interpret tariffs and is assured of having been supplied
with all of the recent supplements. However obtained, the
Information should be at hand so that the buyer can figure
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accurately the transit time and request the rail or truck
routing best suited to his neods end avoid the payxi^nt
or arbltrarles arising out of conflicting routing,
FollQ^"UP of purchases . All idio buy,
whether highly trained purchasing agents or office clerks
entrusted with order-placing, should keep a m^no file
covering orders placed, and refer to it at regular in-
tervals until the orders are filled and delivered. To
quote Gushee and Boffey again;
"The follow-up of orders must be re-
garded and handled as an importsuit
part of the purchasing function," (1)
This, of course, is part of ccmipleting the contract,
• Completing the contract . The contract is
not completed until the goods contracted for are shipped,
or delivered, according to the terms of the sale. On
arrival, the goods should be inspected by one qualified
to inspect, to see idiether or not they confoimi to the
specifications of the purchase order. In fact, "in-
spection should be medJitalned as a division of the pur-
chasing departi lent and • • • the head of the inspection
division should report directly to the purchasing a-
gent," (2) Purtherraore, "the establishment of an ade-
(1) Cxushee- ^;.“T,, and Boffey, L, F., Scientific Pur-
c) asing (Nev^ York, 1928) p. 149,
(2) Ibid, p, 118.
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quately ©quipped and authoritative inspection division
either as part of or auxiliary to the purchasing depart-
ment is essential In the plan of scientific purcha8ing*”(l)
Finally,
"all of the effort of the purchasing
organization in building up adequate
specifications will be minimized if
no attempt la made to determine that
actual deliveries ccnfoim to the
specification," (2)
And again, such inspection is not effective unless it
is recorded.
Records of the Fxirchasing Agent . In addition
to the seven stages of purchasing listed on pages 44 and
45, one of the inost important functions of the buyer la
record-keeping. He should have in his department not
only catalogues, and trado magazines, but his own classi-
fied data on articles required, specifications to be
followed, traffic memoranda, price trends, performance
of previous purchases, but also data conceding the
various vendors—their production capacity, their flncui-
cial ability, and their ethics and policies. The sci-
entific purchaser will have in his compilation of data
five classifications:
"1. That which indicates what to buy
2. That which indicates when to buy
(1} Oushee, and Boffey, L. P., Scientific Pur-
chosing (New York, p. 1S4.
(2) Ibid. p. 60.
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3* That which indicates where to buy
4* That which indicates how Mich to
pay
5* That ahicih indicates how Mich to
buy." (1)
Sources of this purchase data are
:
"1. Data on company’s purchases, from
own files
2* Data on markets
3. Data on materials including speci-
fications.” (2)
Soise of this data is relevant to our next topic:
Stores Control . Skillful purchasing may be
completely vitiated throu^^ an incompetent system of
inventory and stores control. Cartmel goes so far as
to says
"The control of materials is the foun-
dation of all forms of control, cmd,
therefore, of successful management." (3)
He cites the purpose of stores keeping:
"1. To order, receive, and care for
the articles kept In store;
2. To deliver them on suitable re-
quest or requisition;
3. To keep a record of the values of
the furtlcles received and delivered
and thus of the value of the in-
ventories on hand." (4)
This department is usually closely allied with the pur-
(T) (Ihiahee, E. T., and Boffey, L. P., Scientific Pur-
oh^ing (New York, l5^6 ) pp 22 and 23.
(2) Ibid, pp 22 and 23.
(3} Cartmell. Madison. Stores and Materials Control
(New
(4) Ibid. P..13
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chasing departnient If not a part of It* Cartmel lists
among the duties of the storage personnel the following:
•To keep all materials In their charge In perfect condl-
tlon^ accessible at all times
,
and stored In such a way
that the work of receiving and delivering may be handled
with the mlnliaum of time and effort,” (1) This ties In
with the lectures of Professor Welles of Boston University
who says:
"This Is not inventory control from an
accounting standpoint but from a man-
agement standpoint* We need to know
how much of ea<di type of merchandise
we have* Vie need to know about In-
ventor;;
:
1* The amount on hand
2* The quantities to order
3, Provision to protect future orders
(ear marking)
4* Symbols to tell us when to re-order
5« Maximum units on hand (determined
by amount of iwaney we can itfford to
tie up; also by our storage cajmcity*)
6, Length of time It takes to get goods*
These principles of Inventory control are the same for
all Industries* The difference is in the way you can
apply them.”
In addition to being connected with the i»ir-
chasing department, the stores department of a manu-
facturing concern is usually responsible to the Cost
Accounting Dei>artment, the perpetual Inventory of the
(1) Cartmell, hadlson- Stores and Materials Control
(Sew York,' T5’5S) pT'TI^:
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stores boinc tiie detail of the "Baw Material® control
account in the ^jeneral ledger. It is iiipossible to go
deeply Into the care of stores or the costing of them
in this brief discussion. The purchasing agent of
initiative, however, must give time and attention to
both these studies for the proper functioning of his own
departr^nt. He will need Intelligence, creative imag-
ination, vision, judgment, and leadership. He will use
his intelligence and creative imagination In learning
all that ho can about the best methods of keeping his
stores records and inventories; his vision In antici-
pating demands of the production €md cost departments;
his judgment in selecting suitable records and forms,
and his leadership in guiding his subordinates to carry
out his plans.
Let us turn now to the next function of business
administration. Having considered the executive, or
policy-making and managing department; the production or
buying section; we shall treat of the departments which
dispose of the goods bouj^t or manufactured—that of Sales
and Sales lianagement.
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^Vhat Is Sellln^: ? The universality of sales
technique (of sorts) has been suinmarlzed by E« St. Elao
Lewis j who has been quoted as saying have to sell
every man with whom we come In contact, whether it be our
value as a man, or the brand of merchandise we offer,
or the value of the service of our corx)oration, or even
our opinion of himself.*’ (1) \7hile thxls is, doubtless,
true we think of selling as the activity which disposes
of sDods or services at a profit*
Factors of Mtirketlng * Althougji there is some
dlstinctloffi between soiling and nmrlceting, I believe the
same factors apply to both. To sell successfully, the
salesman tiaould know thorcu^ly:
1* Ills company
2* Ills product or products
3 • His market
4* His distribution
6* His company's advertising (2)
We shall take these factors up one at a tine and see how
initiative may be applied to each.
Because of the driving element and force of
sales work, the style of this chapter will depart from
that of those- preceding it, and the material will be
addressed to the reader (if any) as to a prospective
(1) Gowin, Enoch Burton, Developing Executive Ablll^
(New York, l9l9T p. 321.
(2) Reed, Vergil D*, Planned Marketing.
(Boston, i525) p. 43. Adapted
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CHAPTER V
nilTIiiTIVE IH OELLHIQ

salesmuin finding;; hinseir with a now cas;ipacy,
Conpan^’- . The first thing that you should
know about your coiapany is its structure* Find out whether
it is an individual proprietorsliip, a partnership, or a
oorjporation. As soon as you possibly con, f'iiiliarize
yourself with the nai»ies of the officers and their places
in the organization* If you are associated with a large
firm, it is quite possible (and higlily desirable) that
you will be presented with a iiianual allowing the organisa-
tion of the oesapany and the flow of authority. This chart
will indicate your Imriedlate superiors. If you are with
a small unit, the sales manager may or nay not explain
these thlr.g8 to you. In the latter case, you must show
your Initiative in asking questions.
a. Personal Interest in Knowing your Company .
You cannot possibly '*feel at home” until you know your
surroundings and their significance so well that you are
almost unoonsclous of them. You should have a driving
curiosity concerning the history of your company: its
age, its growth, its reputation, its policies, and its
physical structure. If the sales manager omits tliis
instruction, there are ways for you to find out shat you
want to know* If you are connected with a large, national
distributor, undoubtedly your firm will be written up in
one or more of the business ”\Vho’8 Tiho” pub .11cat ions.
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Smaller houaes can be found rated by the local Chamber
of Cwmneree or Better Dusinoss Bureau, Add to this In-
formation by asking the head of your doi>artnQnt sued?.
questions as you feel should be answered. Above all,
familiarize yourself with company xx)llcles, a
salesman runs into a mjor conflict between his house
and his custorner over a matter of etlilcs, which could
have been avoided, or at least minimized, had he been
tiiorou^-ly conversant with (and in accord with) the
IKJlicles and practices of his company.
Product . Naturally, you mat sell
your product to yourself before you can sell It to otliers
Some business organizations aid their salesmen In this
respect by conducting training courses. These are highly
desirable and will be covered -lore fully in the chapter
on Sales Management. If you are fortunate enough to be
connected with such a house, loam eagerly all that is
taught, and show your initiative by asking questions
about any subject which is not entirely clear to you.
If you do not have the benefit of planned training, then
you will need more application of initiative to train
yourself. P.ogardleso of the method, the function must
be accomplished. You must be saturated with your product
a. AgfireasivenosL; in Leariiin^j the Product .
You will have to be aggressive in order to obtain inter-
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views and effect sales, so you might as well begin to
practice that trait by learning to sell the product to
yourself. The following are suggested ways to study
your product;
1. Go through the plant and observe
the manufacture of the product.
Note its component parts, the care
with which it is handled, the num-
ber of people who work upon it,
the sanitary conditions surround-
ing it, the supoirviaion, and the
inspection of the finished article.
If your company is a middle man,
and not a manufacturer, make an
effort to visit its source of
supply ar^ there make these or
similar observaticns. It is a
good talking point when negotia-
ting a sale, to explain the pre-
cise manufacture of the goods.
2. Find out what sort of research is
being conducted to improve the
product
•
3. Ascertain what precautions or
standards are taken to maintain
uniformity.
4. Consult your local public library
and study the history ar«l develop-
ment of the product.
5. Prom trade magazines or publications
of the United States Department of
Conmierce ascertain the number and
brands of competing articles. Study
the merits of yours as compared with
others and note superior features,
including packaging and branding.
You cannot know too much about your product. If you are
going to sell it effectively, you must be saturated with
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3. The Market . After you have stiailed your
company and your product, you are now ready to plan your
campaign In the territory or department alloted to you.
Let us consider the territory of the "outside" or travel-
ling salesman idio is more apt to be throim ux>on his own
Initiative. You may have been assigned to a group of
states, a single state, a few counties, a single city,
or merely a section of a city or town* There are many
ways of dividing up territory, depending upon the pro-
duct and the potential market for it. Let us say that
you have been assigned to Co^ty X. You nmy or may not
have been given a list of customers and prospects there.
/ •
If you are replacing a predecessor, you will probably
have a nucleus to start upon, but If you are opening up
a new district, you will have ample opportunity to use
your Initiative, especially the element of creative
Imagination.
a. Creative Imagination In Survey and Analysis .
First of all. If you do not know, ask what information
is already available. Do net waste tim and energy In
laboriously gathering facts which may be already assem-
bled, tyi>ed, and lying disregarded in the back of a filing
cabinet or In the lower drawer of an executive's desk.
Lists have been cosaplled by the thousands, grouping
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buyers and users of all sorts of coanniodities • Some are
free, others costly. Not one in many is accurate. In
order to be effective, these lists require constant
correction and revision; new names imist be added and
those obsolete removed. If you can procure any kind of
a ready list for your field, do so. If you cannot, van-
suit a directory, the telephone book (classified section)
or visit a newspaper office of the Post Office, and
apply for information. Preparation is far superior to
Trial and Error and may save you several miles’ travel.
With names and addresses in hand, analyze
them and classify them, either alphabetically by names
or by streets; arrange th©a by districts, and as soon
as convenient call upon all of them at least once. After
your first survey you will be able to make a re-classi-
fication more intelligently, and will, perhaps, need a
cross-reference file by size of customer, by route, or
by product; possibly, by credit rating also.
b. Vision in surveying the market . Realize
the value of all of the information that you collect.
Write it down and put • it where you can find it • Keep a
card file with a notation of everyone on whom you have
called—even those whom you may now consider hopeless.
On each card note all of the information that you can
about the prospect, such as:
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1. Name of firm, correctly spelled
2« Correct name of street and ninaber
of building
3* Correctly spelled name of uuyer
4 • Telephone number
5. Calling hours. Some buyers limit
interviews to two or three days a
week at specified hours*
6. Products or brands he is now using
7. Credit rating and terms requested
8* Name of customer’s bank
9* Railroad siding and special routing
10. Personal reforences and hobbles of
buyer
•
This may seem on unnecessaz^y piece of work, particu-
larly if you have a large clientele; but it is not only
necessary but most advantageous. You cannot, of course,
amass this all at once, but over a period of time you
will be able to do so and you will be surprised how
much of this information you will use often. Do not
trust your memory* V?rite it down when you hear it and
classify it later. These ten points are far from ex-
haustive. They are only the beginning, and although
their compilation may take a little time now, they will
be your best time-saver in an emergency. Don’t fail to
record any and every significant piece of information
about a customer or a prospect.
Distribution . The choice of a dis-
tributing medium rests not with the salesman but with
the comjMLny. It is. the directors who will decide whether
the jJToducts are to be distributed throu^ wholesalers.
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jobbers, middle-men of any kind, or direct to the con-
sumer—whether the consumer be an Industrial oompany or
a homo-user. Whatever the policy, you, let us assume,
have been employed to comply with It and to sell the
goods. You have been assigned to X County; you have
studied your company and Its products and you have made
a survey and analysis of your teiTltory. How you are
going out to maKS your calls. Use your initiative; de-
pend upon your self-confidence, and use your best Judg-
ment in calling upon the prospect*
a. Confidence and Judgraent in calling . Al-
though you may consult any number of books upon the best
manner of approach, and the best way to obtain an inter-
view, and even though you are advised in this respect
by your sales manager or chief, probably experience alone
will point the really best way. Althou^ there are cer-
tain fundamentals to be observed in all cases, the in-
dividual differences in buyers, multiplied by their many
and changing moods and the circumstances of the iuoment,
precludes the following of any set plan in this respect.
Here again, initiative comes into play. Plan your approach
as best you can, but keep your plan flexible enough to
meet changing circumstances. Here are a few hints:
Some Fundamental Requisites in Approach ;
Always present a well-groomea personal
appearance
.
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2. Be courteoiJis
3, Be brief unless invited to be other-
wise .
Some Pundaiiientcl **Donats " ^ Approacii ;
T7 nDon*t forget to remove your hat £h
the prospect’s office. This may
sound positively puerile, but it is
not too eleir«ntary to be considered.
It is astounding how often this #1
”Doa*t* is ignored,
2. Don’t walk in with a long-^ahed
cigarette dangling fron your fingers.
Dispose of it before entering.
Above all, do not drop it, still
smouldering, into your prospective
customer’s pet ash tray,
3. Don’t lean on the prospect’s desk
or push his papers out of the way
to make room for yours,
4, Don’t ELsk to use his telephone un-
less it is a positive emergency.
Almost any call can wait until you
resell the nearest pay station,
5, Don’t order the prospect’s secretary
to "just write this down" or "just
call up this number." Remember she
is under no obligation to do favors
for you on her exaployer’a time. On
the other hand, don’t ever go to the
other extreiio and patronize her in
the presence of her employer,
6. Don’t fail to leave after you have
obviously been dismissed. One worn-
out buyer has a sign in his office,
so hung that the salesman cannot
fall to observe it. The wording is
as follows:
"Be Bright
Be Brief
Be Grone"
7, If you are working in an out-of-town
city stay there until you finish your
work. Don’t dash home at five o’clock
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because your wiTe has made an appoint-
ment for you to play bridge with the
Jones family. If you are obliged to
return next day to complete your route,
you will thereby pile up travelling
expenses. Conclude your day^s work
and forget about overtime. If you
must have entertainment In the evening,
you have a ready-made opportunity to
invito some of your customers to share
it with you and thus really be^in to
know th^. hake use of these oppor-
tunities. £tay with a sale until it
is completed or lost. These sug^stlons
nay look to you like an attempt to des-
troy the confidence which Is necessary
for a salesnan. They are Intended,
rather, to help you to develop your
judgiaent •
b. The Interview . Your interview should be
planned, as far as possible, in advance. After a few
calls upon a prospect, you will have a fair idea of his
personality, his leisure or his lack of it, his likes
and his dislikes, and whether or not he is liable to be
ill the market for your wares. Plans do not always carry,
however, and you cannot avoid many discouragements. Some
buyers are unmistakably "tough” and others are far from
courteous. You will be obliged to "take” rebuffs and to
return to the attack without allowing resentir.ent . Re-
gardless of such occurrences, do not be afraid to return.
Above all, avoid the apologetic attitude In approach.
Atkinson says
:
"Remember • • , you have nothing to
apologize for and that you have every
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reaeon to hold your head high.” (1)
Avoid tkxe negative approac2:i. The sane author says:
"Never zoake it easy Tor a prospect
to turn you down—or out. If he is
going to do those things, him
work hard to do it. Avoid the
apologetic attitude and manner-*-
you have nothing to apologise for.
You are using up your time as much
as the prospect * s tX ;e*" (2)
If you have thoroughly sold yourself on your company and
its product, you will really believe you are doing a
service to the buyer in presenting your line of goods.
Let us now suppose that the prospect receives
you and that you are ready to commence your sales talk.
Remember at all times that you sell with your voice,
and that much of your accomplishment can be attributed
to your tone and diction. Consider that:
"In direct selling the average salesman
in a day’s work will speak from tl^irty
to forty thousand words. In two days
his words would make up a volume as
large as the average-sized novel. In
less tiian two weeks, a stenographic
report of his words would fomi a manu-
script larger than , • • "Gone With the
Wind ," (3)
If you are endowed by nature with a pleasing voice, you
are fortunate. If you are not so favored, you c^m do
Atkinson, vTilllam Walker, Psychology of Salesmanship
(Holyoke, Mass,, 1922; p. 35.
^
(2) Ibid, p, 180,
(3) Buehlor, E. C., and Maloney, Martin, You Sell With
Your Voice (New York, 19^9} p. l7.
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liflioii to dovolop your tono by Intelligent effort and
perslatent practice. Observe others, note wliat you approve
and disapprove in tiieir speech, and apply the saiiie anal-
ysis in your own. Try to achieve a cultui’ed diction by
using correct grajatiar, a better-tlian-average vocabulary,
and proper enunciation. Do not clip your word endinj,s*
Keep in mind that whllo listeners will sometimes accept
slang, or even tolerate mild profanity, they will never
excuse slovenly English. It is a fact that more credence
will be given to your claiiiis for youi* product if intelli-
gently expressed in correct English, tlian if couched in
slovenly language,
c. Refutation of Objectives . The beat voice
in the world is not effective in sales unless it is used
to advantage to rebut objections. You will always en-
counter a certain amount of buyer resistance. Some of
it will tax your initiative to the li::J.t. However, if
you know your product, its uses, and its advantages
over competitive articles, you will be able to hold your
own on the average. Acquaintance with tlie prospect and
experience will be on aid in enabling you to liandle the
situation. Regardless of the instance, keep your emotions
under control and remain courteous. After all, the pros-
pect is not bound to buy from you, even if you have the
best product in the world at the most attractive price.
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Respect hie ri^^ts aad opinions*
d* Coinpletiii,^ tho Sale * ATter your sales talk
hae been successfully concluded and the bi^er has given
you an order, do not let the exuberance of tho moment
prevent your recording it properly. Use your Initiative
here, and collect auch information now as you or your
office will need later. Be sure to:
1* Bate the order.
2* Got tho buyer’s signature. Read the
name aloud to make sure you under-
stand tho spelling.
3. Write up the order with the full
name arai address of the company,
correctly spelled.
4. Be sure the quantity, grade, and
price are correctly understood by
the buyer, and are clearly and legi-
bly stated on the order or contract.
5. Mention tho terms of sale on the
order
•
6. Kote on the order the time of shipment
desired and the method of dolivoiy—
frei^t or express, and whether the
goods are sold f.o.b. factory or des-
tination.
7. Kote on the contract any special pro-
visions such as autoLiatic price In-
creas'^s or declines, substitution of
grades, differentials, etc.
Pilling the Order . You will, or course,
turn in the original contract or order to your company.
Do not thus disiaiss it from your mind. Be sure you re-
tain a record of it for your own files. If your house
does not keep you inforjiied of the status of a customer’s
order, make it your business to find out. Kothlng makes
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a buyer any a: jrier than to have trouble with a source
of supply throu^ delay or error in slilpuuent, defective
goods, etc,, and to realize that the ;asn who sold him
hasn’t had the initiative to keep posted on the order.
You oust it yo 'or business to see that your house
fills your order- -accurately—within a rcasor^ble tine.
gollQ^iug the Sale . /JPter you have hooked
a customer with sufficient goods to protect his require-
ments for some time, do not fall to Include him in your
regular calls in his territory. There laay be questions
that he will want to asl: you, adjustments sdiicii he may
think necessary; or he may have an unexpected increase
in Lusiness and need additional goods. Keep your goods
and your house before liis mind. Keep him Infonned of
price changes and trends, hever stay away from a customer
because you may have had the /oisfortune to soil him on
a higb naarkot immediately before a decline. Don’t forget
that while you stay away competitors are calling upon
him, iirging him to "average down" and that they will be
only too glad to keep him posted,
1, Teleplione hales , Use your telephone be-
tween personal visits. Don’t be afraid of toll charges,
Iiemembor the heaviest telephone charge is still less
expensive than travel; and there ^re times when it is
far more effeotive. It ie especially useful to supple-
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ment persone'’ calls. Tl:ore are many times when a buyer
Is really In the raarlcet but too busy or too undecided
to enable you to close the sale at the tliao of your
visit. A subsequent phone call may easily consumi-iate
this business. Don’t let your competitor close tlie sale
that you have started! Don’t "sell him for the other
fellow.® Stay with yo^n:* prospect. You may need consid-
erable technique to do this without becoming a pest,
but, I reiterate, your chance is as ^ood as anybody’s
until the sale is closed. "Do not bo afraid of failure
but do the best you can and keep it up. You will Ixave
more successes than failures'." (1)
iii Close touch with your Gales i.:anag;er
If you think that a prospect is vulnerable but unwilling
to close, phone your chief before you move on to another
town. Give him the facts and let him uso his discretion
about the type of team work he will give you. Kai^ times
a personal phone cell from him, supplciaeiitlng your work,
will close the deal.
fiQJ^ice > Use your initiative to discover
ways of being of service to your custoiier. After all, .
in this present age when so many compaxiles aie striving •
( 1 ) Dalton, Sdlward P., Selling Yourself (5ew York, 1930)
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for perfection In tholr products, yrhen conxwtltion !ie©p«
prices for equal, rjoode pretty well on a level, tlie sales-
r.an crast depend In a largo iicuinor upon his own personal-
ity;—that Is, his fX'iondsl'ilp for and his standing with
the buyer; and the service which he cm offer. He nust
do all possible to iiaJce his sales manager or cliief recog-
nize this, and support his demands for customer service*
Prompt and accurate filling of orders, attention to de-
tails, courteous handling of coinplaints and claij!!a, all
are conducive to the retention of good will*
Under the heading of service you have a splen-
did opportunity to keep your cuetoners informed of legis-
lation affecting the jnpoducts which you have to sell and
which they must buy* Keep up with the trade magazines
and familiarize yourself with recent Washington legisla-
tion such as the Roblnson-Patman Act, Price Control Bills
Oovemmental Priorities, etc* Your customer may or may
not have the tine tc do so. If he is well informed he
will be glad to discuss these matters with you; if he
is not, he may be grateful to you for enlightenment.
Above all, do not be caught ignorant of a point of in-
portance upon which your customer wants to discourse*
g* ?geetlng the *Touch System* ** Here, indeed,
is a field for initiative I Let us suppose that you have
an acceptable product at a oompetltlvo price, but that
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you are unable to secure a desirable volurio of business
fror. a certain buj^’er because you suspect (or oven Imo?/)
that such buyer is being personally recompensed by a
coi:ipetltor* ”/lll you meet the standards of that pur-
chasing agent? Will you out-bid your competitor in
gratuities? Will you ignore the purchasing agent and
approach the directors of his company? Or will you stand
your ground and pass the business entirely? Let us
supx>os0 that the purchasing agent is ethical but that
the grafter is the superintendent of production. If you
get your product in without "protecting" this rjroduction
man he may find that he cannot use it successfiilly • This
thesis does not attempt to give the answers to these
questions. It states, simply, thfit the "touch system"
exists; and it condeinns it as unethlcel and deplorable.
Your treatment must be considered in the light of the
policies of the company for whom you work. It is your
job, however, to uncover such conditions and to apply
your Initiative towards solving the problem. Be careful
not to make any assertions unless you know them to bo
true. Do not accept c^-ropetitor gossip at face value.
h. haklng Reports . Perhaps no other duty is
such a bugbear to the average salesman as that of i-aldjig
dally or weekly reports. If he is compelled by his house
to do this he may turn in a hapheuzard list of calls which
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means very little to the statistical depart: lont of his
company. As a natter of fact, the maiding of reports, if
handled conscientiously, t?111 ho a help to the nan in the
field as veil as to his sales manager. After all. If your
house is paying you a salary and travelling expenses. It
surely has a rl^^t to Tmo’.v t/hat you are doing with your
time* Bear in mind that ”A salesman works largely upon
his own initiative, and while he v/orks is the personal
representative of his house, (1)
Lastly, the wltlng down of anything tends to
fix it more fiimily in your inlnd. If you nalce a complete
Informative report of your day’s chills, you will better
remontiber the particulars of each, ^Jrlte them dor/n in
your own records, also. Keep a djiily reminder and set
your calls ahead for attention limociately before your
prospect’s present contract v/lth you (or with your com-
petitor) expires.
Strive always to advance. Remenber, that the
"goal in selling is to make the largest oiiount of sales
to the IsLTgest number of satisfied customers," (2)
Advertising . This subject Is a whole
course in Itself and can merely be mentioned here in
( 1 ) dauss, Chester A*, and Wl^xtraan, Lucius I., Sales
and Advertising (Chicago, 192si)
(2) Briscoe, Norris A., ^Hmdamenials of Salesmanship
(New York, p.
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cormectlon xilfb. the aalosnan. Tied In with oales, adver-
tlalng la Important. It Is to be assunod that the plan
of advertising adopted by your coinpany will have been
orplalnod to you. Ton will know TThat nedia la being
used—radio, catalogues, billboards, direct nail, etc,
Bejardless of the type of advertising In effect you :’ust
use your Initiative to got the very utnost advantage of
it In your selling. If your conpany is sponsoring a
radio program, make an effort to listen to soiie of the
broadcasts. Repeat prrts of then to yo^Jir prospects and
ask them if they havo listened In, Call attention to
newspaper and magazine advertising. If your advertising
agent supplies you with proof copies of advertisenents
in national inaga sin© s, - distribute these whore they will
do the most good. Advertising can break the way; the
salesman must follow throu^-. ^ere he must use his cre-
ative imagination, his personal interest and his judgment.
H© must be aggressive In convincing his customer that the
advertising of his products Is a help to the customer .
6, Sales- .en of Initiative . And nov/ that we
have discussed at length the factors of selling, lot us
pay a little atter tlon to the personal qualifications
of the men who expect to sell. There are ahost as many
types of so-called salesmen as there are Individual
differences in human beings. Volumes have been written
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on the “best type** of person for salos work; aptitude
tests have been designed to reveal extrovert tendencies;
training periods are nalntainod by tlie sales dopartr’ents
of large conpanles. ’ll of these efforts have been di-
rected towards one end—norc sales at greater profits
to the cor.\pany,
Althou<:jJi mnn^^ treatises on sales and sales
v/ork touch upon Initiative, little space has been devoted
to It, Jenks aays:
’’Initiative is a q^iallty the .merchant
caist possess. The man laclcs it
gets into a rut and cannot lift him-
self out of it. The men of initiative
on the contrary, is happiest when he’s
’springing soeaething new’ on his com-
petitors, He does not like ruts or
beaten paths* He is always on the
frontier looking for new territory to
conquer. At the saine time his bnl-
ance-wheel of cor-non sense prevents
him from rushing into • . • unsound
enterprises.** (1)
rrhile a salesirain is not a merchandiser, in the litoral
sense of the word, a « erc’ andlser must be a salesman,
and initiative is a ’’T.tost** for selling effectively
.
Dalton says
:
"Tlie man v/lth initiative Is like the
car with a self starter, A man with
initiative sees the thing that needs
to be done and does It \7lthout ad-
vice. ” (2)
(1) Jenks. Jeremiah W,. Modern Merchjandlsinr (Hew ^ork,
J p, ^14,
'
(2) Dalton. Edward P,. Selling Yourself (New York* 1930)
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The salesnrn ’~>nst frequently act vrlthout specific advice—
or. Ms OTOi Initiative.
Poubr’an ll?ts Initiative ae first of thir-
teen qualities esrer.tlal for a salesinar. and avers:
"This characteristic Is unlversall^r
agreed ui>on as a selling essential,
^ployerr should seek those who have
the power of origination, , . Among
the cruses of failure, lack of prgh,
inability to get started, laziness,
and a lack of enthusiasm are definitely
related to a lack of initiative, • •
Initiative means action, both physical
and mental, resulting In the salesnan’s
working hard and constantly." (1)
TTiatever your other qt’alltles as a salesrian,
you must acquire, if you do not alrnndy possess, initia-
tive, Let your judgrrsent come to the foro, however, and
prompt you to cooperate always with your sales manager.
Your success Is his, of course, but on the other hand
his success Is more or less yoitrs. If he can help you
to sell more goods. It is to your advantage (aside from
diplomacy) to cooperate with him. Fc too has his troubles
and his jjroblems, and we v/lll now see how Initiative Is
an absolute with hln.
jdoubman, XT^uasell, Salesmanship and Types of Selling
(New Ybrlc,' p. (>6.
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CIIAPTII? VI
HflTIATIVT IN
SALES MANAGLMLirr

Implications of the title "Sales Manager >"
The Sales Manager of any company should be what hla title
lmplles--a manager of sales* He should also be a manager
of men-salesmen* He should disseminate ability, en-
thusiasm, and encouragement* The Sales Manager of Initia-
tive will apply vision to his office* Gauss and Wl^itman
say:
"The Sales Manager who has a clear vision
of his job has made the first step In
building up an efficient organisation*
* * A clear vision of the sales manager’s
job requires a thorough understanding of
the whole problem* An understanding Is
impossible unless the task Is carefully
analysed and the details seen In their
relation to the problem as a whole. The
successful sales manager takes nothing
for granted," (1)
They define the Implications of the title as follows:
"The title ’manager* Implies and suggests
a managerial function, and the sales
manager will find that most of his time
will be devoted to planning ways and
means for selling the company’s goods
at a profit and to running his own
department efficiently and at a mini-
mum expense • " ( 2
)
The problem of the sales manager may be sum ied up by
saying that he must Increase profitable selling. To
accomplish this end he must perform certain functions.
Functions of the Sales Manager . Allied with
(1) dauss, (Chester A*, and Wlghtinan, Lucius I., Sales and
Advertising (Chicago* 1922) p. 5.
(2) Ibid. p. 11.
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Management^ the orflce of sales management must:
I. Plan and execute Sales Programs,
involving market research and
analysis, Tosdal says "The ap-
plication of the principles of
scientific management to sales
organization and operation re-
quires first of all, the separa-
tion of planning from performance
and the assignment of planning
to separate individuals wherever
possible." (1)
II. "Promoting the socuring of the
personal services" (2) that con-
stitute the force of salesman.
Ill* "Serve as diannels of ^mmunicatlon" (2);
in this case, the connecting link
between the Executive Department and
that force of men who are doing the
actual selling. In other words, the
Sales ^iaaagement Department must ex-
ercise control* It must exercise
mrnagement
.
Let us study these functions under the application of
initiative.
I. Planning and Executing the Sales Program .
In the planning of any sales program, a certain amount
of market research and analysis Is necessary. This
function is often exercised in desultory fashion and
the results, naturally, very disappointing.
A. Market Research and Analysis . The Sales
Manager of initiative will make his analysis scientifi-
(1) tosdal Harry R«. Problems of Sales Idanagement
( ChicagbTim)' p:^ ®
(2) Barnard, Qiester I., The Functions of the Executive
( Cas^ridgeTTd'Sff)" pp' ’STS-SST ^aptea".”
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cally, dividing his problem into the factors of:
1 • The Company
2m The Product or Products^
3 • The Market
4* The Distribution
6. The Advertising (1)
1. The Company Although It seems trite to
mention it, the sales manager mst, obviously know
his con^any* He must be aware of its policies, ethics,
aiuis and objectives. Ee cajst be thoroUt^ly familiar
with the organization structure and realize the limits, as
well as the scope, of his own position. Doubman writes:
"in any field where two or more persons
are working together to achieve a com«
mon objective, certain principles of
organization must be adhered to, whether
or not tliey are conscious of these prin-
ciples as such." (2)
The Sales Manager of initiative will be ever conscious
of this principle and he will recognize the flow of au-
thority. To quote Doubman again:
"This authority must rest somewhere in
every form of organisation ... and
it must operate from the top down
throu^oiit the entire structure of
the organized body." (2)
Oauss and Wightman agree and say:
"Every organization should have its
functions charted and the chart hung
( 1 ) ^^eed, Vergil D., Plcmned Marketing (Boston, 1929)
pT"43
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(2) Doubman. J. Russell. Fundamentals of Sales Management
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in some prominent place where all
can see It clearly.” (1)
V/hether or not the orgiinlzatlon has been charted, the
Sales Manager of initiative mist, at least, have a mental
(^lart and find thereon his own sphere of action. He
caist. Indeed, know his company.
2* The Product . The Sales Manager of initia-
tive will apply intelligence and creative imagination to
his product or products. He uaist know the history of
the products, the details of their nmnufacture, their
various uses, and their standing and reputation among
competitive articles. He must not only have all of this
knowledge at his finger tips, but he maist constantly and
effectively teach his men the same things. Ee must be
a teacher as well as a student in this respect. He must
also have constantly in mind the advantages or disad-
vantages of adding new products to his line, together
with the problems of selecting and marketing such new
products. This attainment requii*e8 conscientious reading
(not scanning) and studying of trade journals. He must
know not only his own products but those of competition
and he must make comparisons and contrasts intelligently.
He must keep his product or products in line in price.
(1) Gauss, tSiester A., and Wi^^tman, Lucius I., Sales and
Advertising (Chicago, 1922) p. 1^3.
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Competition will be a guide in this respect and a guide
that will require daily watching.
Market . Obviously, the Salas iJanager's
first consideration, after he has saturated himself with
knowledge of his product, is his field of distribution.
Despite the fact that public libraries today are bulging
with statistical Infomation, including populations of
states and cities, classified as to income groups, it is
true that many sales managers still send salesmen at
considerable expense, into sterile terrlto3?y, simply
because they failed to use sufficient initiative to In-
vestigate first. The Sales Manager of initiative will
apply the factors of personal interest and judgment, as
well as aggressiveness to this investigation. If he is
familiar with the prinoiples of planned marketing, with
the methods of scientific analysis, he will spend much
time in fact gathering. He should have s:vallable and be
familiar with the potential sales of all of his products.
Por this knowledge he will have to learn and consider
the population of various territories, the races and
nationalities represented, (with their preferences),
their probable inccHie, the consumption of other products
( oomxwtitive both within suid outside of ttie industry)
ar^ the possibilities of repeat sales. Some of this data
will be easily obtainable. Initiative must be used to
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^ther the rest. After the cnalysls has been made, a
decision must be reached as to which type of distribu-
tion will best reach the market for the product.
4. The Distribution . The Sales llanagor may
not have the authority to make the final decision on the
method of distribution. This nay rest with the Executive
Department. The scientific analysis of the market, how-
ever, properly studied and applied to the problem, will
be an aid in the solution. Tlio Sales Manager of initia-
tive will apply his creative imagination and personal
interest to this task, with his knowledge of the product
and of the market, and he should suggest, if he may not
decide, what channels of distribution are to be employed;
that is, whether the product shall be sold to jobbers,
wholesalers, retailers, brokers, through the conpany»s
own stores, direct to consumer, etc. This is no easy
problem. It is one which many sales managers fii»i al-
ready solved, and it is then their duty to make the prod-
uct flow easily throu^ the existing channel.
Advertising . This function may or may
not be expected of the sales manager. In either case,
it is closely allied with his office and he must be famil-
iar with the various media and utilise to the utmost
tliose used. If the sales manager is responsible for
advertising program, he will find his creative imagination
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always worklnc* Ilia initiative must be so constantly-
applied thut ho sees even extraneous incidents in terris
or advertising copy. He will be on the alert at all
times f watching what coii^tltors are doing, testing out
tlieorles, talking with his men, and studying the needs
and the emotions of cansumors in order that he ziwiy apjjeal
to them in his advertising copy. In fact, he himself
must be a good advertiser to plan his sales programs.
B. Lales Proryans . Let us suppose that the
sales manager has conscientiously informed himsolf of
the details of his line of products, has studied his
market and planned his distribution to parallel his
advertising. It is now his duty to plan a definite
program and to allocate the territory among his men.
Consideration must be given to density of population,
ease of access, cost of travel, and so forth. It is a
wise sales sauiager who recognizes border-line territory
and knows when to abandon it. It is very probable that
the home office will contain considerable statistical
matter which will be valuable in formulating plans.
The information may not (probably will not) be in readily
usable form but it can be analyzed and adapted. The
previous sales can be broken down to cost per unit per
man, per territory, per day, etc. Based upon such in-
formation as the sales manager has assembled and studied.
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hd must novg &rter cciisultation v/ith his sales force,
set quotas Tor each sales district; for each nan; and for
each product* These quotas should he set after consid-
eration has been given to seasonable itcns^ econoioic
conditions, etc. They siiould be hi^;^ enough to require
effort on the part of the .len but yet not impossible of
attaim>ient • The boles i^Ianager must check monthly figures
to ascertain the percentage of his quota wiiicli each man
has reached* Txiis is pai^t of sales administration*
Hayward says:
”One of the first requisites in pre-
paring a sales program is an esti-
mate of what sales should be during
the coming year* 'ihat estimate will
form the sales quota for the sales
orga..ization and then be divided
and apportioned among the various
territories according to the sales
records and potentialities* Kvexy
salesman in turn must do his share
toward coc^leting the sales quota*
The quota plan as applied to volume
of sales has much to recoiiimend it:
1* It sets a definite goal of accom-
plishment for sales endeavor wMoh
in turn enables the production
schedule to coordinate with it;
2* It takes advantage of fundamental
human instincts to enjoy compe-
tition and when properly handled
provides incentives for better
work*
3. It may be applied to an individual
or a group or to the organisation
as a whole* It may be handled so
that every member of the group will
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strive touard the success of
the group rather than of the
iadlviduul.
4* It provides a xjethod of i/ieasur-
Ing the efforts of individual
e
and groups.” (1)
Such planned quotas are well adapted to control of costs
of sales. Hilgert says of the*^:
"Irrespective as to Tsdietiier clII the
activities incident to selling and
delivering the product to the pur-
chaser or coisumer are under the
control of the sales manager or not,
all sales cost should be studied
with a great deal of care for the
purpose of determining effective
sales policies and securing the
most economical distribution meth-
ods." (2)
A sales manager ca-inot decide Tn^ether or not a distribu-
tion method is economical until he has applied to it
recognized standards of measurement and studied these
standards in terms of the product, the territory, and tiie
nen* The product and the territory are more or less
fixed. The Sales I4ana^r can exercise towards the men
the second function of his office.
II. Prosioting secitflaE 9£^ .Lexagiial
Services that Constitute the Force of Salosmen . This
function involves not only the securing but the training
(1) Mayward, V^alter S., Sales Administration (Uew York.
1926 ) jnm:
(2) Kllgert, Joseph Robert, Cost Accounting for Sales
(Hew York^ 192fe) p.
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of the sales force. The matter of training is a most
Important but frequently overlooked function. This .may
be due to lack of time, pressure of other duties, or
simply inability to recognize the need. Gauss and
Tl^^trian have discussed this in their writing on sales
and they maintain:
"The average sales mana ger may feel
that he does not care to be annoyed
with the problem of training sales-
men. Although he may dc.fi nltely de-
cide not to ';reak in any green .mater-
ial, he cannot altogether escape from
the training problem. Fo inatter how
well prepared salesmen may be for
their work when they come to his or-
ganization, their growth and effi-
ciency will depend upon the sales
manager’s skill in developing t.hem.
. • It is quite possible for a man
to be an' efficient sales :;ianager
and still not know how to teach a
salesman how to sell," (1)
They point the way to following the training period
with a graphic follow-up. They say:
"To get the most efficient service from
hla salesmen, the Sales yianager sliould;
1, Furnish the salesmen with adequate
selling equipment;
2, Carefully lay out the territory each
salesman is to cover;
3. Provide the means of stimulrting the
salesmen to Increased activity
;
4. Have an effective system of checking
up on the salesmen’s work," (2)
(T) CidusB
(2) Ibid.
hJhester A,, and V’/lghtman, Lucliis I.,
and Advertising (Chicago, 1922) p
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Hayward i£ moro eupliatic ia treating or tiie training of
salesmen. He writes:
^?he training of salosmon is generally
taken to include instruction prior to
deiTxg sent into the field, training
during the initial period of work, and
later training on the job for tlie sales
force as a whole. The theory behind
trainixig is tiiat an individual can
learn through being taught better than
througii experience.” (1)
It is difficult to understand the point of view of a
sales manager wno complains of results obtained from
a Ilian who has not been trained to produce better work.
The Sales oiariager of Initiative must apply the elements
of Creative Imagination, Personal Interest, Judgment,
and Aggression toward tliis task of training his men.
•a. Creative Iriiagination in toe Trainin >
If the Sales lianager has come up fram the ranks of the
salesmen, he must have been a good salesman to have
achieved toe promotion. Consequently, he has his own
record behind him on which he can draw for trainiiig
plans. Thoroughly familiar with his compimy, his pro-
duct and his market, he has undoubtedly learned thi'ough
the hard school of experience, the better if not the best
ways of doing certain things. Let him incorporate those
data into his training plans. If, on the other hand,
(1) Kayv/ard, Walter S.. Sales Administration (Few York,
1926) pT'T^B.
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he has had no actual selling experience, but is operating
on tiioory oixly, he Lxay have better plans but uore diffi-
culty in applyir.g them. K© will, at least, have in mind
the various treatises on sales maxiageiiwnt and he must
apply his vxsion Oiod judgment toward selecting and Inau-
guratiiig tlie best training practices.
b. Judejuent in the Training . Initiative will
point out that ovon the best plans mst often bo r.iodl-
fled to fit the occasion. The Sales itanager, in his
training course for new men, must note the Intelligence
and response of the man, and vary l;.ls instruction accord-
ingly. He must have in mind constantly that he is attempt-
ing to educate in the policies of his cotipany, in the
knowledge of his product, and in the best manner of dla-
trlbution in the market appointed. This will require a
patient application of initiative, with emphasis upon
personal interest.
c. Ag^yession in the Trainlt:g . At all times
the Sales ilanager iaist be aggressive. He must be force-
ful and dominant. Kis is the task of pointing the way
and inspiring confidence. He coist be aggressively alert
to improve his methods of training when present ways
fail to produce results to his satisfaction. Proper
selection of men, followed by careful training, v/ill be
conducive to easier and closer control—the third function
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III. Control of Salesmen^ or Sales .
After the Sales T.lana^er has studied his eonpan^ his pro-
duct, his market, and his distribution; after he ^as
hired and trained non; after he has planned his pro£prain.
It is then his duty to see that the nen produce in
accordance with his plans and quotas. Here initiative
will prompt the sales manager to exercise constant vigil
over results. It Is not sufficient to establish quotas,
set territories, and then wait until the end of the year
or the end of an accounting period to compare actual
sales with anticipations. If actual sales exceed by a
large margin the qi7ota set, it is vei-y probably because
the quotas were not carefully calculated and were under-
estimated. The end of the year is not the proper tirie
for this error to come to light. It should be disclosed
earlier, in order that corrections may be mde and Im-
provements shown. If, on the other hand, results are
considerably less than expected, it may be that the
quotas Y/ere too high; or that the men were not making the
proper effort to attain then. The vigilance of the sales
manager cannot relax In this respect. In order that he
nay keep Informed of the difficulties of the territory,
as well as of the activities of the men, he should in-
sist upon reports, either daily or weekly, right here
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Is where the sales laimet^er without initiative falls down*
Iniportanco of Salesnen*s Reports . First of
all, a sales manager frequently does not insist upon
reports from the man who complains bitterly about nnklng
them
—
particularly if that r^ian’s sales are fairly satis-
factory. Secondly, the Sales Manager withcmt initiative
frequently picks up a daily report, glances at the sales
total, and drops the report into the filing basket. Ee
pays no attention to the ntimber of cells the nsan mijbt
have made, only to find buyers absent. Dally reports
should be studied in detail, a comparison ai’XJng salesmen
made, and important points noted. It is not always the
man who turns in the largest volume of sales who Is the
best salesman. He my be simply selling along the lines
of least resistance in a fertile territory. Another man
whose sales total Is less, nay In fact be working harder
and producing the utmost that a loan territory ?/ill yield.
A planned quota and a careful study of results should
reveal these facts. Salesmen may be shifted to terri-
tories bettor suited to their working diaracteriatics.
b. Analysis of Sales . At the end of the
accounting period, a careful, painstaking study should
be made of each man’s results, as well as a study of wlmt
those results cost the coLipeuiy . Eilgert points this out
in his treatise:
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’^Control of selling ?nd distribution
costa necessitates a careful suialysis
of sales e^cpenses in connection rrith
the perforn:iance of the salesmen, and
other employees of the sales division
for the purpose of establishing stand-
erds of performance v/hich can be used
for estimating future performance*
rffective sales supervision requires
reliable estimates indicating how
much a Eclesr'an cn^.t to sell in a
given territory during a given period
and at rhat ratio of expense to sales.” (1)
Ho elaborates
”Cn the basis of reports on the sales-
man’s operating cost, the sales man-
ager T/-111 be able to detorm5.ne:
1. Vliether the salesricn’o territories
are properly laid out for econom-
ical operation;
2. '.‘liethor they are producing profits
in accordance v/ith their possibil-
ities ;
3. vrhether the salesmen are efficient.” (2)
Doubinan, also, emphasises this point:
’’Records and reports provide a most
satisfactory method of watching the
staff and noting tendencies. Per-
sonal supervision is necessary and
reports cannot be substituted for
that contact. The result of super-
vision is that a :nan’s work is pic-
tured for the manager as well as for
the man himself, and in many cases
the salesman becomes more effective
in his work by reason of the fact
that evident defects or imperfections
can bo pointed out to him. The man-
( 1 ) nilgert, Joseph Robert, Cost Accounting, for ^ales
(Hew York, 1(32^) p vl,
(2) Ibid. p. 108.
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ments are being mot,” (1)
Such sales analysis will aid the manager in deciding how
much supervision is neceasary,
c. Supervision and Leadership ^ Doubioan ob-
viously affiliates reports with personal supervision.
The talea Manager must, indeed, work with his men and
aid them by encouragement and cooperation. No Sales
rdanager worthy of the name would ask his ition to produce
what he, himsolf, would find impossible. If a Soles
manager is to got results he iiflist retain at all times
the respect of his laen. His leadersiiip should be re-
spected. The men must have a respect for his ability.
If he has advanced from salesman to sales manager his
record is very probably familiar to this man. If he has
not, then his personal interest and judgment should
occasionally lead him to go out on the road with his
force, observe their teclmique, and help them v/lth their
difficulties. It is only by so doing that he will know
whether they are applying the principles of his training.
Hayward claiLis:
"Sales supei’vision will be required to
sea tliSt salosioen use the methods which
they have been tau^at, to see that
territories and quotas are apportioned
justly, to see that moraine Is main-
tained, and to see that the relations
(l) Loubman, Russell. Fundamentals of Sales i.ianageiiient
(New York, 15^7)”p:
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K« sxpands the theory i^lth:
®The activltlos of the sales force
xiiOat ho canstaiitly supervised and
eonti’ollod if a hi^^ n^asure of
&£Tlcier,cir is to be attained. The
individtial salosumn ^laust not only
be told what, ?dicrc, hov? !sach
to soil, but the soles manager
oftoi; hao to plan his tlise for
hla. . . In general, t^io probleci
cf supervlBlon Is dli’lded ae
follows
i
I« The standiued of aceoapllshiriciit
ioust be sot for the sales force
ac a whole, cpportloacd oaoag
tl*e. iiUji“tborc of tic organization
and incentlvcB and proriotlonsl
activities used to see that the
quota is sttatni^.
2* Markets xsa^t be laid out In
territories arai aseixpied to In-
dividuals or groups of salesinon*
3« Tiio salesimn^B tijm riuot bo con-
trolled to 0 certain extent, vrry-
Ing with the policy' of the company.
4. i>ales.aeii*o Q:xpo.'isee laust bo super-
vised Tiiid auditecU
bm Sslosrjen suet cubrlt reports whic^
will allow tlia :Tanago:3ent to keep
track of thoir aetivitloe mid
accoicplishs^ant8 * ^ { 2 )
In aeditiotn to ixr^rcssLog 2iis loon with his ability, the
Sales .lans^r of initiative will have Uie vision
{ly cayworc, i/altor S*. i^ales /djiinlstr^itlon (!l©w York,
1926 )
‘ ^
(2) Ibid, pp 296-297.
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JudgBient to realise that the laen must have respect for
his dignity of manner. The "Hall, Fellow, Well Met"
manner Is all right up to a certain point, but a sales
manager should never allow his men to think of him In
any light other than as their superior officer* It Is
a necessary pcur't of his work to give orders, to criti-
else, and, occasionally, to reprove. A salesman will
accept a command or a rebuff with better grace from one
whom he respects as his superior, than he will from some-
one who has, perhaps, spent the previous evening with him
In an undignified manner. Nothing so galls a salesman
as to receive a call-down from a sales manager who so
far forgets his dignity as to loll in his chair in a
lazy manner the while he blames a salesman for negli-
gence or Inefficiency. The sales manager has no easy
task In dealing with Inefficiency, It is true. If a
salesman fails to produce results, he should be given
constructive criticism. If he f6d.ls to improve, he
should be given other work to do or be dismissed. If
he Is dishonest, he should, probably, be expelled at
once. Even a dismissal can be accomplished with dignity.
It does no good to deal In expletives and It usually
results In Ill-will on the part of the dismissed em-
ployee, whose Injured ego at once builds up a wall of
defense In the feeling that he has been abused.
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Finally, the sales manager must be ft;ir . This
quality is not limited to the laying out of territories
or the handling of recompense of salesmen, but it refers
to the attitude of the sales manager towards his men.
If the men are not meeting their quotas, the sales manager
should consider economic conditions. He should read
market reports to see if other companies are reporting
decreased sales; he should go out on the road and get
customer reaction. Above all, he should give the sales-
man the benefit of the doubt until he knows all the facts.
He should never look for evil in an employee but try to
see the good intention whenever possible. Above all, if
he has suspicions, let him not express them freely nor
promiscuously. His Initiative should prompt him to build
always; never to destroy. His creative imagination will
lead him to study personnel methods that he may be guided
in this respect. If the sales manager has no experience
in this line, he has as a substitute the writings of the
experiences of others. Applied initiative will bring the
realization that there is no point in stumbling along
in the dark when one can, with a little aggression,
find some sort of beacon to lead the way. Hay realizes
this and says:
”A critical study of methods of work of
sales managers in various lines of bus-
iness shows that few of these men are
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doing a 100^ management job. One
of the causes of this is that only
a small number of executives get
experience In every phase of selling
and sales executive work before be-
ing elevated to their job as sales
manager*" (1)
and Briscoe points out that:
"Ignorance, rule of thumb methods,
and lack of schooling are factors
of Increasing costs and Ineffi-
ciency." (2)
Coordination * Summing up, the Sales Meinager
must know his compemy, his product, his market, his
distribution and his advertising. He must select and
train his men* He must plan and execute sales programs
and scrutinize results. He must direct his men. Lastly,
he must coordinate all of his functions and cooperate
with the production or purchasing departments. It will
do him no good to produce sales for goods that cannot
be i)urchased nor manufactured in time for customer needs.
He must keep the production or purchasing departments
infomod of trends, that they may keep inventories in
pace with sales. A sales manager must use initiative
at all times and he must "live" with his job. He must,
in truth, be a "channel" between the executive department
of his company and his men;—a channel—not a stagnant
pool.
^ 1j Ray , Rlohard C*. Sales management Fundamentals(Nw y6rk;“i§29rp. s.
(2) Briscoe. Norris A.. Pund^entals of Sales Management
(New rork; T92'5) p'; vH”
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Because the Executive Department, the Purchasing
or Production Department, the Sales and Sales f/tanagement
Department require certain records and asL^istance, let
us now turn to the function of business adninistration
known as Office Mcuiagement.
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UTITIATIVE IF
OFFICE MAFAGI-.riLllT

Definition of the word ^Office /* In his treat-
ment of office managei^ient
,
Lefflngwell says that;
"The office is that part of an enter-
prise devoted to the direction and co-
ordination of its various activities.
It is characterized by the gathering,
classification, and preservation of
data of all sorts; the making, using
and preservation of all kinds of
records; the analysis and utilization
of these data in planning, executing,
and determining the results of opera-
tion; the preparation, issuing, and
preservation of instructions and orders,
and the composition, copying, and
filing of written messages.” (1)
Ti is is truly a ponderous definition, but most compre-
hensive. Like other activities, it can be reduced to
fundamental principles which imist be observed in effec-
tive office management. Again quoting Ijeffingwell
;
"There are some basic principles that
permeate all management and the viola-
tion of these principles reduces the
effectiveness of business as certainly
as the violation of a j^ysical law
brings its inevitable consequences." (2)
Tlie Office Manager of initiative, whether promoted from
the ranks or appointed after theoretical training, will
realize the existence of these principles and seek to
apply them. Analyzing Lefflngwell’s comprehensive defi
ri) Lefflngwell, William H., Office lianagernont
(New York, 1926) p. 3.
(2) Ibid. p. 8
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nltlon. It appears that we can outline the principles
as follows:
Principles of Office Management .
! Possession of definite knowledge of
what work is to be undentaken, and
why. (Statement of the problem).
II. Analysis of the problem
III. Statement of the facts:
A. Learned from others
B. Learned from inference
C. Learned by actual test.
IV. Devising the best method of performing
the necessary tasks, having in mind:
A. Time
B. Space
C • Energy
.
V. Finding the person best fitted to
perfona those tasks.
VI. Training such personnel
VII. Planning the work
VIII. Enlisting cooperation. (1)
Let us examine these principles and see how initiative
may be applied to them.
I. Possession of Leflrdte Knowledge . In order
to state his problem, the Office 24anager must know what
work Is to be undertaken. He must know, also, the func-
tions of office work which have been reduced to three by
(1) Leffingwell, William H., Textbook of Office Management
(ITew York, 19My pp adapted.
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LeffIngwell
:
a. "Planning or determining what work Is
to be done, when and where it Is to
be done.
b. Corresponding and Interviewing; the
necessary coimaunlcation between in-
dividuals In the office and between
the office and outsiders.
c. Accounting and record keeping, which
is a record of the progress of the
work done." (1)
The Office I'anager of initiative must tackle this pro-
blem with intelligence.
A. Intell igenco in Statement of tiie Problem .
First of all, it is pre-supposed that an office manager,
even an ineffective one, would have at least some super-
ficial knowledge of what work is to be done in his de-
partiaent, and of its purpose. To his department come
reports of purchases, production, and sales; credit re-
ports and casli receipts; and from his workshop go forward
invoices, statenients, and cash payments* In his files
are kept the records of the transactions, the accounting
and the filing. His potentialities are great. Harris
has observed:
"The potentialities of the office mana-
ger’s position In every business or-
ganization ore great, and It depends
upon the office manager himself as to
whether he Is a figure-head, a clilof
clerk, or a real manager of office
activities and office employees." (2)
(1) LeffingwelT, William H., Textbook of Office IdarAgement
(New York, p. 3.
(2) Karris, 0. K., Business Offices (New York, 1935) p.205.
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The office manager can turn the potentialities of his
position Into realities by applying himself intelli-
gently and endeavoring to attain breadth of vision and
creative imagination*
B* Creative Iiiiaglnatlon in Knowledge of the
i.ork . First of all, the office manager imist be familiar
with the business with which he is connected* Much
familiarity nlll develop, naturally, with years of ser-
vice* A newly appointed m£in must take all possible
i.reans of obtaining this familiarity, from the office
records, from officers of the company, from the clerical
force under his supervision, and from trade journals and
treatises on the subject* To quote Harris again:
"For the ambitious clerical worker or
student there is a constant flow of
educational material that tvill fit
him or her to be jtiore valuable to the
office and tliat will help the really
efficient ones to become office man-
agers*” (1)
It 1^ unfortunately, a fact that many so-called office
managers are content to leave things to routine and trust
to luck that the work will bo completed, eventually*
These managers lack control* When things go well, they
”let well enough alone." When omissions or errors occur,
they are quick to blame and censure. They criticize
(1 ) P^arris, d.”K., Business Offices (New York, 1935)
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the clerks for not doin^ what they, thensolves, did not
have sufficient initiative or leadership to foresee and
to order done. T?o provision is inado for taking over
when a clerk is absent; no equitable distribution of
unexpected or eniergoncy work. The office nainager of
initiative, with ore tive imagination, td.ll envision
such emergencies and provide for them in the statenient
of his problem and in his plan of solution. As a matter
of fact, he will not only state his problem, but con-
stantly review it. His solution will include the estab-
li-shment of a routine tdilch will lend itself to habit-
forming activities. At fixed times he will make a thor-
ough check-up of the volume and ctiaracter of the work
being done in Ills depQrti;:ent . It has been said that
change is the most constant thing in life, and the bus-
iness office is no exception to this constancy. l!any
easy-going office managers would be astounded at the re-
sults of a survey of the work flowing through (or stag-
nated in) their departit^nts. Such negligence coiTies to
li^t only when a combinatlcJn of adverse circumstances
becomes oi)erative, such as vacation period with certain
clerks away, and others doubling up on the work. Under
such corMlltions, when the office manager is asked to
re-apportion the work he is found confronted with what
appears to be an utterly new problem. Raving slight
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lmowledr;e of the volime produced by e^cli clerk, he is
at a loss In re-assigning that of the absent one. Some-
times such an occ^irence, althou^ distressing; at the
time, p-”Ovcs In the long run to be beneficial to the
company If it results in a renewed alertness on the part
of the office :'ianager and a possible mialysis of Ills
problem.
II. /uialysls of tlie Probler. . This principle
of analysis has been tr-eated by Galloway, who holds tliat;
"If the work of the office Is to be
carided on smoothly, with the utmost
despatch- and with the least effort,
it roust be planned and scheduled. To
plan effectively, the office cianager
must know what work la to be done,
who is to do it, and be responsible
for Its doing, where it is to be done
and tdiat physical arrangeirtents need
to be made to carry it out smoothly
and effectively. . . To most execu-
tives, the routine of the ordinary
office 8e0 ':is so simple a character
that the foresight and analysis im-
plied by these terms planning and
scheduling hardly seems to be nec-
essary.” (1)
In the example Just cited, the necessity for the analy-
sis is clear. Y^hat element of initiative must the office
manager apply to this principle?
A. Personal Interest in tlie Analysis . If the
office manager is to re-assign or ro-apportlon the work.
(1) dalloway, Lee, Office I^anagoment (New York, 1918)
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as he must do on occasion, he should be faitilliar not
only with the wori£ he is handling in total, but with the
aiaount of detail handled by the entire force and the
tiiiie necessary to conplete it. Probably nine out of ten
office managers vrould assert, positively, that all of
tills detail was carried in their ziinds. Mental pictures,
however, are far less enduring than graphic repreeonta-
tions upon paper* Personal interest in the problem will
lead to the breaking down of the work into units or
branches, such as production reports, nandling of pur-
chases, sales records. Invoicing, accounting, letter-
writing, and filing, as well as the asseuibllng of statis-
tical data* Such analysis of his knowledge of the work
will make easier his study of details and will be con-
ducive to scientific management • He must follow his
analysis with his next function, or the next principle
of office xBonagement*
III* Statement of All of the Facts * Having
made his analysis, the office manager is now ready to
state the facts which he has uncovercKi* These facts can
be catalogued into three classifications
.
A* From Others * In obtaining factual infor-
mation from others, the office manager of initiative must
apply the eler-ents of personal interest and judgment to
the data required.
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P<=^rgonal Interest and Jiadgment in Stating
Facts . Fror? accounting records, the office nanager may
obtain the volume of sales for any given period, Ke
should note peek loads, slow Intervals, and average sales.
This information he needs not for the purpose of fonmi-
loting sales plans, which are not within his scope, but
for the purpose of ascertaining the amount of work passing
througji the billing and accounting departments, as well
as the considerable stenographic and clerical effort
applied. Prom correspondence files he can note the
secret'irial and stenographic evidence and from miscellan-
eous office records he will be enabled to round out his
survey. His findings should be supplemented by infor-
mation furnished by the clerks themselves, so that the
completed report will show not only what work has been
done, but the names of those who did it; for how much
each was responsible, and in what order it was performed.
Personal Interest will dictate the assemblage of this
data and ;Judgment will aid in the sifting of it. The
office manager ml^t ask each clerk to fill out a ques-
tionnaire entitled ”Stater:ent of Duties.** Galloway
suggests that such a statement should include;
**Kame, Department, Sex, Position,
Section, followed by a division
of the worker’s day into routine
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He expl€d.ns that a Sunuiary of Time devoted to each duty
should be made. He adds:
one of the objects of the survey
Is to concentrate like duties within
as few hands as possible, the work
of the clerks needs to be anal;rs€d
with a view to adjusting or elimi-
nating activities which are Incon-
gruous or otherwise i>oorly mated. ” (2)
The helpfulness of such a survey is shown by the same
author who suras up the results:
*'£uch analysis unerringly reveals the
faulty arrangei ^ont, and layout of de-
partments, the over-lapping of work,
divided responslbllltlos as to duties,
tiiie lost throu^ needless interviews,
the ariount of tine consumed in ’pro-
ductive* and non-productive activi-
ties; in short, when sufficiently com-
plete and made with the requisite
attention to detail, it furnishes all
the information required for plfiruiing
end scheduling the work so that It
may be done with the utmost despatch
possible, with the existing persoruiel
and equlpment . " ( S
)
It will be recognized, then, that the office manager of
initiative can uncover a vast amount of Information from
others; and that he will not only ascertain these data
but will umke e permanent record of them with a view to
Cl) 'Calloway, 'I'.ee, Off1 ce dunnage r-^ent (TJew York, 191B)
(2) Ibid, pp 27-32 !
(3) Ibid. p« 36.
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profiting frorj his findings.
Statenient of Facts by Inference . This
principle will require the us© of the creative iiiiaglnatlon
of the office 3ianr;ger, lie prooably inferred several
things before he coniuonced his research. Tilth tli© re-
sults of his analysis before hii.i ho may, or nay not,
infer differently. Ke Is in any case in a bettor posi-
tion than he was before, because if his first inference
v/as incorrect, the facts revealed will call this to his
attention; and if he was rl^t prii.iarily, he will be the
\
more convinced after his analysis. V/riglit says:
’’The more facta you have, the better
you can use your liaaglnation.” (1)
Having perforinod two of the factors of the third principle
of office miinagefmont, let us turn now to the third.
Stateigent of Fhets from Actual Test . The
office manager of initiative y/ill undoubtedly want to
supplei!ient his analysis and fact-finding by making a
few tests and by co: .paring the results of these with the
individual statements of duties submitted by the employees.
He will also feel the need of testing out theories he
may have of his own before incorporating them into his
report. To quote Virlght again:
(T) Vrl ght
,
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’*V/herever possible, tost in actual
practice a program you have worked
out in iniigination before you com-
mit yourself to It,” (1)
With his completed survey of what work Is to be done,
who is to do It and all other i>ertlnent facts revealed
by the analysis, the office manager Is ready for his next
function.
IV, Devising the Best Methods of Perfornlng
Here the office manager must take into consideration
the factors of Time, Space, and Energy, because:
”In all improved methods of performing
work, we can discern either a saving
of time, an economy of space, or a
greater development and conservation
of energy.” (2)
In Devising the Best Methods . The
Office Manager of Initiative, applying intelligence to
tills principle, will realize that a very large proportion
of the work of an office is performed by machines; and
that the machines all require operators. In measuring
the time required to do certain work, the office manager
must take Into consideration and bring under control
both the office machinery and the operators. Lefflng-
well lias drawn a comparison between the two controls by
saying that in the Control of Office Idachlnery there must
(ij V/riglit, wllton, M Yourself (New York, 1938)
(2) Leffingwell, W. H
(Hev/ ^ork^ l95SJ p. If^,
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be:
”1. Knorlod^e of the siarjier in which
the machine does its work;
S. Knowledge of tl.o capacity cf the
nachine;
3. Knowledge of the peculiar wealcnesses
of tlie ciachine;
4. General factors of detci ioreticn;
5. Bearings must be lubricated with the
proper IdLnd of oil;
whereas in control of the human element ttiere must exist
these factors:
1, The rnanner in which the work is
dene;
2, The capacity of the force must be
known;
3. The wca!aiesses cf clerks must be
guarded against;
4. Disturbing factors must be known and
guarded against;
5* Dqiiitable treatr.ent of employees,” (1)
After he has made these measurements and noted them, the
office manager must consider that in devising the best
method of operation, space and energy are closely re-
lated.
B, Space and Energy in Devising i^ethods .
Vision will prompt the office manager to realise that
energy can be conserv'ed by proper arrangement of the
office space , A visit to some of the offices in our large
cities in search of scientific space arrangerient and con-
tl} Lefflngwell, W. H,, Textbook of Office I'cumgeiaent
(Hew '^^'ork, lOSSj pp 18 and
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servntion of energy would, I ai.i afraid, be vor^* disai-
polntinc* lallaray realized this when he v/rote:
"Most of the office layouts are largely
haphazard and are arrived at by a
series of imkeslilft adjustnonts •" (1)
The office nanager of initiative would do well to soudy
intelligently what ?-allcv;ay suggests as a reuedy:
"Tlic cr-ief alia should be to save space and
time through a geograpliinal arr^uigeiient,
whereb^r tlie related departLsent s and op-
erations are enabled to work closely to-
gether* The iu^oi'tant fuctois to be con-
sidered in bringing about this relation-
ship are:
1. The departmental functions;
2. The location of stairs, elevators,
chutes, and other deliver^" and
COLL xml cation facilities*
After an analysis of functions and duties
has been made, it is a simple cjatter to
draw up a floor plan of the office on
which tJic course of an order from desk
to desk and from dopartinent to depart-
ment is traced.^ (2)
This devising of the one best raethod of handling the
work of an office is a task which must be approached
sclcntificolly, with a view to avoiding duplicetion of
effort, and with emphasis upon Judgi/ient aiid leadership.
If the correct solution is attained, it will be worth the
effort applied. This principle, however, has its corol-
lary in the fifth principle of office ,iBanage:.-cnt.
TD Galloway, Lee, Office I anagement (Hew York, 1918)
(2) Ibid, pp 67-69.
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V. Flndlii:: the i^eraons best fitted to ^r -
form . The ii:anat,er ciust here decide whether he wante
to er.tploy workere who sVov/ prouiise of initiative, or
whether he wants i-ubher-staxip .mchine operatore , An ex-
perienced office cianager can obtain a fairly accurate
iiapi-eEBion of the fitness of an eiiployee for a ^^Iven
task by a series of interviews diirln^ which he takes into
consideration the histcry and back^^round of the appli-
cant, including eAperlerxce, If any. The inexperienced
irimager loay ejnploy hie initiative—his creative ixoaglna-
tion—in a series of tests designed to disclose apti-
tudes. The office manager i.ay want to use these tests
even thou<jh iie is not taking on ei^tra help, but merely
re-aasigninii his present force to tasks bettor suited,
to their abilities . In all cases, he requires irdtla-
tlvo, particularly such eleiiients as Judgment, leadership,
and self-confidence. Leffingwell considers this fifth
principle very essential to nanagement and declares:
"The- study of huiaon aptitudes, the se-
lection of the human element best
fitted to perform any particular task
is, therefore, an essential of manage-
ment.” (1)
The office manager, in selecting the proper party for
Hie task ai^^t well beoi' in mind the findings of Dr. Luird,
(1) Lef/ingwelX, William H.. Textbook of OlttWI
ment (Kew YorW, p. lo.
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who wrote:
70U Gcconpllsh in this Y/orld
depends upon several things. One
ic the nature of the abilities with
which you are horn* A second is
whether or not ycu use t: ese al;ili-
tles in the laost efficient way. A
third factor is the conditions under
Y'hich you use your abilities.” (1)
The office nanager must uso liis Judgtnent in selecting
for employment such workers as have native ability suit-
able to the tasks at hand; his leadership to bring about
the best use of the abilities of those whom he employs;
and his personal interest and vision in making the con-
ditions under which the work is i>orfcnned suitable to
the best efforts of all.
VI, Training Enployees for tlie Tasks . Here is
the principle which a large nianber of managers overlook.
Leffingwell tritely riientioiis the omission by writing:
"It must not be assumed that simply be-
cause T/c have found the person best
qualified for the job, he is iiriiiediately
endowed v/lth the aOlllty to perform It
in the i.mnner desired.” (2)
In the case of an employee who has been in the
service for some tiirie but is now to be allocated to other
work, tills tralniixg may be very brief, as it may be
assumed that he has a knov;ledge of the scope of the busi-
Tl) l.alrd, ronald A.. Increasing Personal Efficiency
(H9« YorV."iggej jf. i.
( 2 ) Leffingwell, Viiilllam K., Textbook of Office iianage-
nent (Hew forV," MSS) p. SI. ^
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ness but needs specific Information about the details of
v.hat is, to him, a new department. In the case of the
nev, employee, hotfover, the Importance of training caiinot
be over-emphasized. I cannot understand why so laany
office mrinagers tfike on a now employee and sioiply turn
him or her loose in the office with the words "riss So-
and-£o will tell you what to do.” Begardless of the
previous e::^perience or training of the newcomer, the
strange envlronreent, the foreign system, and the exci le-
nient of the occasion create a maze in which he wallows
for days or even weeks. The office manager of initia-
tive will give the new employee written instructions
about his 3i>ecific task. I recoiranend that he present
him also with a written history of the company, a descrip
tlon of the departments, a list of the products, and the
names of the entire personnel. These are essential;
other information may bo appended. Stein li^ntlons tills
need in his treatise and says:
^v.'hen a new employee enters an establishraent,
if ho is not given written instructions, he
will waste ti-ie, make ziuny mistakes, bo
dependent upon others who nay instruct him,
and will accomplish little with a great
expenditure of effort, and at the saiae
time be an annoyance to others . If he is
told all of the rules and policies of
the concern in addition to tho method of
performing his work all at one time, he
will forget part of the instructions,
becoiue confused, make mistakes and be
dependent upon others. But if the in-
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structlons ore Trrltrten, he is In-
dependent of others, and can refer
to tliem when he is in doiibt, and
devote hia spare tine to studying
them . " (1
)
The office manager of Initiative, In compiling such a
treatise will use Ills creative imagination and vision
to realize the effect of such training upon the employee
In this written instruction as well as In verbal remarks
the office manager should not only dictate the profier
procedure but the theory ;>ehliKi it. This gives craning
to inany an extraneous com-.ient. Of course It takes time
and energy to train scientifically, as well as know-
ledge and perspective. Lefflngwell maintains:
*’One of the chief reasons why there is
so little training In the office today
is that there is no standard, upon which
teaching and training can be based, and
It usually appears the easiest way to
leave each clerk to work out his own
clerical salvfitlon." (2)
It may be the easiest way but It Is far from the most
efficient v/ay. Proper training can be effective only
after the work has been planned.
VII. Plannln:; the T/ork . This is. Indeed, a
function of office management. How can the manager
supervise intelligently unless he has a plan for a
( 1 ) Stein, Leon, Drains (Hew York, 1918) p. 71.
(2) Lefflngwell, \^llll^ !S., Office l.ianagement (I^ew York
1925) p. TT.
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standard of nonsure? I soon to bo ovo3'^or'dLn3 TjoffIns-
well, but his t^70 treatises are so coiiplote and so scl-
ontlfically handled that I must quote hin a^aln at this
point
;
’’a business is not and cnniiot bo
automatic; it cannot mm of itself;
therefore, a manager is necessary.
A person may possess the title of
manager but unless he exercises a
conscious directive Influence upon
the conduct of the business, unless
in plainer words he makes things
happen, and prevents things from
happening whi(^ should not happen,
he is not managing." (1)
The Office ?danager fits Into this quotation perfectly.
To make things happen which should happeii, requires
planning. The Office Mana^r’s plsins should Include
simplification and stands idl sat ion, vdiich "can be applied
to the arrangeTaent, equipment, routino.s, and roethods." (2)
This signifies control. TTow:
"A manager may be said to have effect Ive
control of an office v/hen the work he
has planned to do is always done in
th.e order, time and ma;tnor in which
he planned it should be done. " (3)
In establishing his plans the office manager of vision
may decide to ask for suggestions from hds employees os
( 1 ) Leffingwe 11 , Willlari H., Office Mana/ e ,ont (Sow York,
1925) p.
(2) Ibid. p. 66.
(3) Ibid. p. 44.
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su^^ested by Jonks:
”y.aay of the bl^ Ideas of business have
come frorx the brains of obscure minor
officers or employees. 8ome concerns
actively encourage initiative on the
part of subordinates oj a system under
which suggestions are invited and en-
couraged by money a^rards.” (1)
j?hatever suggestions the office manager uses in formu-
lating his plans he must remember that:
"For a plan to be effective it must be
scheduled and it imst have four features;
!• It should be flexible
2. It should bo eri elusive
3* It should be attainable
4. It should bo practicable." (2)
Above all, the office manager must have system, and he
must devise V7ays of enforcing his system. After he has
fonaulated his plan, decided upon it with judgment and
vision, he is ready for the eighth principle.
VIII. Enlisting CQoper:^tlon . I^fflngwoll
sums up the otlier functions of the office Lianager and
says:
"If he uses a scientific method of
thinking out his work, devises good
methods of performing it, selects
the person best fitted to operate
the tasks assigned ^tliera, it is logi-
cal to expect that his employees
{l) Jonks* Joreialah, W., liodem Merchandising (New York,
1927) p.
(2) \a(ri^t, Milton, Managing Yourself (New York, 1938)
pp Tr6-T23’.
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will roa^^ond by their free and
intelligent cooperation." (1)
It nay bo logical to exi>oc;t such cooperation, but ex-
pectancy is sometimes dleappointed. Edie realises thist
"As is well known, the resistance to a
now Idea Is always prlinarily a liiatter
of prejudice, the development of in-
toliectur.l objectives just or other-
wise, being a aocondar;/’ iDrocess in spite
of the CO’ non delusion to the contrary.” (2)
and Wilson agrees in saying:
"All but a relative handful of business
executives are unable to get many of
their most important ideas, policies,
and instructions carried out consist-
ently by rank and file subordinates." (3)
Why Is this? There are mary reasons but I dare to place
all of them in the lap of management itself. If the
office manager displays the ability to lead authorita-
tively, his force will follow. If he does not, or cannot
lead, he belongs in some other type of work. If he,
himself, has complied with all the elements of scientific
management and he still falls to orllst cooperation, then
he probably erred in p ©vlous judgment either in selecting
the wrong types of employees for the tasks, in omission
of essential training, or in fallui^e to plan the work
(1) ijefflngv/ell, Wllllain Henry, Office tianagenent (New York,
1925) p. 34.
(2) Edie, Lionel D., Practical Psychology for the Business
^^outive (llow York, p. lib.
(3) Wilson, Everett S., Getting Things Done in Business
(New York, 1937; p, 4.
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properly* xhe office noiia^er of iiiitiativo will I'eallse
tills and apply his personal interest towai’da acquiring*
leadersi'iip in the full neanin^ of the word* According
to floors:
’The will to lead haplies interest in
- the cause and a consequent willingness
to accept responsibility wi:iich its
service entails. People differ eoctra-
ordlnarily in this respect. Some can-
not or will not accept responsibility
at all; otiiers are willing to accept it
under favorable ccnaltions. . . but
very few are willing at the risky out-
set to take the whole burden of re-
sponsibility upon their own shoulders." (1)
There is nothing like self-confidence to bi^eed responsi-
bility; and self-confidence arises frori knowing one’s
position arid its duties. Hie office manager of Initia-
tive will realize that his office demands leadersl-lp
and that leadersliip is one of the elements of Initia-
tive. He will increase in scIf-confidence and doi.ilnance
as Ms plans, scientifically drawn, are carried out suc-
cessfully and smootlily.
Postscript . In addition to the functions
listed, the office manager today must use Ms initiative
to acquaint himself with recent legislation affecting
his department, such as tlie Wtiges and Hours Bill, new
bankruptcy laws, etc., including the forms necessary for
(l) Pigors, ?aul. Leadership or Domination (Boston, 1935)
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the Ina^f'tlon ^rj 'rovermcnt i^eld Men. The office
i;ianag©r of initiative rfwrj never roltuc his vigilance and
alertness, but he iHist be a psychologist, a nanager, a
coordinator, and a loader*
Iiot us turn novj to those sub-departments which
are often ''mder the jurisdiction of the office 'maixager—
secretarial work and accouiiting.
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CHAPTER VIII
ITIITIATr/K ITT SECRETARIAL
WORK

The Soorotarlal \7ork of Business Administra-
tion may or may not be subject to the authority of the
Office ?danager» His own secretary would, naturally, take
her orders from him, but those serving other executives
might, very probably, be responsible to their immediate
superiors only. In whatever position a secretary is
placed
,
she will be called upon constantly to display
initiative
.
Let us now attempt to define the secretarial
term.
!• Definition of a Secretary . T/ebster defines
a secretary as:
”A person employed to attend to oiders,
letters, public or private papers, etc.
for an association, a public body, or
an individual.” (1)
A study of this definition, particularly that part which
states ”to attend to orders” will Indicate that the
position of secretary demands the display of initiative.
Let us see how recent writers of secretarial text books
regard this characteristic.
A. Implications of the term ”Secretary .”
Edward Jones Kilduff in his work says:
”There is this distinction between the
real private secretary and all others
who may bear the title of private
secretary. The real private secretary
does work that requires initiative
and exercise of judgment; the clerk.
(1 ) Webster *8 Collegiate Dictionary, (SSerrlam) Spring-
field, 1933.
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typist, or stenographer, on the other
hand, performs prescribed routine
work according to prescribed methods
and usually under close supervision.” (1)
Kilduff then lists the seven qualities that he considers
a secretary should possess, with Initiative as #1 on his
list* Under this sub-tltl© he writes:
”0f the mental qualities so essential
to the efficient secretary, the most
valuable is probably that of initia-
tive—the quality whicdi the private
secretary possesses if he has the
cu.paclty for Independent planning
—
if he will see his plaiis through to
the end--and if he does the right thing
at the right time without going to
his chief for instructions. If the
employer has to supervise all his sec-
retary is to do and how he is to do
it, and keep after him to complete it,
such a secretary does not possess ini-
tiative, and cannot be very valuable
to his chief. The secretary that is
wanted is one who can ^ things, who
can be left to his own resources, and
be relied upon to perform his duties
properly ."(1)
He further enlarges upon this exposition by adding:
”Initlative is largely co posed of
two factors: Experience and Enthu-
siasm . Experience in the ^ployer * s
office largely governs the secretary’s
power of initiative, for the secretary
cannot very well go ahead and exercise
initiative unless he knows what the eiti-
ployer would probably do himself In
the situation* The secretary must strive
to learn the way the employer’s mind
fl) kilduff, bdward Jones. The Private Secretary
(New York,' ITO’y p
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works, the lines he follows in think-
ing out decisions, his character, etc.,
so that he nay decide and act just as
the employer would. • • Some secretaries
fail to develop in their positions be-
cause of their timidity. They are a-
frald to make decisions and to do things
on their own initiative because they
fear they may make a mistake and thus
incur the censure of their employer. • .
Such secretaries must overcome this
handicap or they will never become really
efficient secretaries. Part of the job
of the secretary is to accept the re-
sponsibility of making decisions and
taking Independent action.* (1)
We can see from these quotations how valuable
the author considers initiative for the secretary; and
how closely his expression of the factors of that quality
compare with our analysis of the trait.
A similar regard for initiative is expressed
in sli^^tly different terms by Wikdall, Thompson and
Keenly in their book. They list among special traits
of a successful secretary. Initiative and Foresight, and
they state:
"The seci'etary having initiative is
alert to see more and more ways in
which slie can be useful. She is quick
to anticipate her employer's wishes
and needs. She is quick to see how
old ways of doing things may bo im-
proved upon or how new conveniences
will help to increase the output of
work or the ease with which it is
done. The girl of initiative usually
(1) Kllduff, Edward Jones. The Private Secretary
(Hew YorkT'
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has foresight* She antlcipatos dlffl-
oulties and tries to avoid them by
eliminating the factors that cause
them.” (1)
Vvhereas the authors Just quoted group initiative
with enthusiasm and foresight, S. J. Wanous in his trea-
tise classes it with Judgment* He lists thirteen desir-
able personal qualities of a secretai’y, and accords
initiative second place. He writes:
"Judgment and Initiative: Good Judgment
one mi^t say is the secretary’s most
valuable asset. In fact, it is so im-
portant that she cannot hope to hold
a position of responsibility without
it. Complete information, concern
with the facts of a case, and a clear
under8ta:iding of their relationship
to one another, an unbiased attitude,
and sufficient time for decision with
full realisation of its impllc tion,
all of those contribute to Judgiiient.
... A ccampetent secretary must also
have pergonal initiative; that is
ability to ccjmprehend all aspects of
a case v/ith alactrlty, and then,
throu^ Independent action, she imist
handle the situation adroitly, using
the means most benefitting the cir-
cumstances." (2)
We can see that Vfanous cc^siuers initiative and Judgment
two separate traits, whereas in our analysis of initia-
tive we have listed Judgi^ent as one of the factors of it.
Before we leave the definition of a secretary
V<ikda11
,
C*, Thompson, C. 0., and Keenly, K. *^6
Training of a Seo^tary (New York, 19387 p.8.
(2) Wanous, S. 7*> Modem j^ecretarial Gaining (New York,
1938) pp 23-24.
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and the qualities essential to the office, perhaps a
personal reference of the writer rali^t be excused. I
recall as though It were but a moment ago, the words
uttered by a late employer some sixteen years past.
Striving to instill self-confidence and to promote
Initiative he said to me:
"I don’t want to call you my secretary
because I don’t think I am big enough
man to have a secretary, but I want
you to be me when I am not here. You
use your own judgment, always. When
you make a i-dLstake I’ll tell you.
Until then, do as you have been doing."
Perhaps the majority of employers would not
care to give such carte blanche to employees, but surely
a number of men think along the same lines, if in differ-
ent words and in greater or less degree. It has always
seomed to me that the blunt remarks of this man just
quoted, present a brief summing up of the functions of
a secretary .
II. Functions of the Secretary . In this
treatment of the importance of initiative in business
administration, 1 have atte::ipted to outline the functions
of each office heretofore studied, and to apply the
elements of initiative to the execution of the function.
Because of the nature of secretarial work, this delinea-
tion of functions is less simple but I believe such
functions can be reduced to these two:
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1 • To follow closely the Instructions
of one’s chief;
2. To act upon Initiative in the absence
of the chief or in the absence of
his instructions
.
A. follow closely the instructions of the
Chief . At first thought it nay appear that this function
calls for very little initiative; that a good training in
secretarial duties will enable an Individual of moderate
intelligence to perform it* Initiative in the perform-
ance, however, will disclose secretarial -work as a gate-
way to knowledge of the business, and of its policies
and practices, and will thus prepare the secretary for
acting upon initiative.
Initiative in Learning the Business . One
way to learn is by listening and by observing intelli-
gently. Inasmuch as a familiar secretarial duty is
taking dictation, the secretary has many occasions to
practice observance. If such dictation is absorbed by
her and considered in its application to the correspond-
ence being handled, it will be recalled from the sub-
conscious mind at a later period when a question arises,
and again considered in relation to the natter of the
moment
.
• A further step in learning Is to ask intelli-
gent questions. By this I do not mean personal questions
but those which indicate an Intolleotual curiosity. For
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Instanoe, when you, the secretary, are t Jclng dictation;
If a product, a department, or a policy Is mentioned
with which you are not familiar, make a mental note to
find out about it. It may be that you will later be
called upon to answer a similar letter In your employer's
absence, and with the infox^nation In hand you will be
able to go to the right source for the facts at that
time. Do not Interrupt the diet tor, but ask when he is
free to answer.
2. Judgment In Learning . V?hen you are taking
dictation, try to adapt your mood to that of t>ie dicta-
tor. If he is in a friendly, conversational rnood, by
all means respond to it. Follow his conversation to the
best of your ability, and work in as many pertinent ques-
tions as possible. Thus may you learn. On the other
hand, if the dictator has obviously had a bad prior even-
ing, or is suffering from a head cold, make yourself as
inconspicuous as possible, take the dictation as rapidly
and as correctly as you can, transcribe it at once and
save all questions and interruptions for a more favorable
moment •
Vision in perspective of the work . In taking
dictation, it is well to use two shorthand pads—one for
telegrams, air mail letters, or other matters to be written
and dispatched at once, and the otJtier for more routine
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correspondence trhich may be transcribed more leisurely.
Experience will soon indicate i>diioh letters are important
and which are not. Sometimes the mere :nentlon of the
ptirty to whom the letter is (2oing will be a hint ns to
the importance of the cofijimmication itself. Purthemore,
if you have previously opened the mail and road it, you
will probably know approximately how it is to be
answered, and will use your two note books accordingly.
A glance at inccmiing letters prior to their being answered,
is of considerable help to any secretary. Qf course if
you use mechanical means for recording sounds, such as a
stenotype, you will be obliged to devise metliods of ear-
marking those notes for early transcription. If your em-
ployer xises a dictaphone, he will undoubtedly indicate
the cylinders to be typed first.
4. Judgment in Details . In taking rapid
dictation, it mi£^t be well to roiaember that:
’’Correct shorthand forms. . . are
generally mor^ legible than hurriedly
scrlobled longhand.” (1)
Try to remember what you write, because this will be an
inestiiaable aid in transcription. Then, when you start
to type, says Carney:
"Before you even insert paper in your
machine, think: »How many carbons are
( 1 ) i'.o itelle, Supert ?., and Gregg, John Robert, Applied
Secretarial Practice (Now York, IQSSj p.isi.
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to be made?* If you arc making a
groat many csLrbona, when placing a
tliick fold of ropers In the smchlno
hold them across the bottom in tho
fold of an envelope, V/hen they are
rolled in, take away the envelope.
Your edges will be in alignment,” (1)
These are suiall hints, but experience will prove that
they are helpful. Train your Judgment—it can be done.
One of the best ways of insuring the use of good Jud^^aent
is to train onc^a .aeiMry, If your employer Is an average
iQM he will undoubtedly have a short laemory but will ex-
pect you to have a long one. Ho will want to ”be re-
minded” of this and that. He will want to follow up
certain letters if he does not receive a prompt reply.
A simple way to keep tlisae reminders is to make an extra'
carbon of letters to which one wants a quick reply or a
confirmation, i^le your regular carbons in the usual
manner, but keep the extras in a folder rmrkod "Holding
for answer" or scae such title. Keep this folder on your
desk, go over it the first thing every morning, and as
the replies coiae in, destroy the extra carbons or attach
them to the proper letters before putting them on the desk
of your chief . If the answers do not a • rive as quickly
as you think they should, allowing for transit time,
send out a follow-up letter, referring to the date of
(1) tarney, I’arle L., The Secretary and Her Job
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youp inquiry, and file this second follow-up carbon with
the first* It n»y be that sonie of these will require a
third or fourth tickler, or even a telephone or tele-
t^raph message before the matter is settled, ^on this
staj^e Is reached, it is better to call the entire file
to the attention of your employer If he has not asked
about it previously*
5. Personal Interest in Details . Besides
writing letters, following them up, filing carbons, etc*,
the secretary should see that all mail is properly dis-
patched* It may be that all letters are held for a certain
mailing hour, at which time they are sorted, all enclo-
sures to a certain destination assembled, and envelopes
addressed* On the other hand, it Kiay be that you make
the envelopes as you write, and mall at onoe ¥flthout
waiting for other correspondence to the saiie party* V-hat-
ever is the custom, be sure of one thing: Get the right
letters into the right envelopes . Failure to do this can
cause embarrassing delays if not actual loss of profits*
The delays are Si If-explanatory • If a letter written to
a New York firm gets folded in with another going to
Kansas City, it r-uar. go to the latter destination first
and then be returned either to your office for re-mailing
to New York, or be mailed directly there from Kansas City.
The result of such an occurrence will bo a waste of three
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or four days. If, In addition, the Hew York letter was
confidential, or the Kansas City addressee happened to
he a competitor, you can Imagine the embarrassing compll-
' cations that could arise. After all, getting letters into
the right envelopes calls for nothing but ordinary care
and attention to the task at hand, but It Is surprising
how many mail clerks automatically fold and seal letters
with their minds in the clouds. Then such results as
are hypothecated above bocoi:» realities* A secretary
using initiative will either handle her own mall, check-
Ing the names and addresses on the letters with those
on the envelopes,' every time, or else assure herself that
the mall clerk does so. If the mall is dispatchwi from a
central desk, the secretary can cooperate by getting her
correspondence there on tin®, or by phoning the desk in
advance and asking that certain envelopes bo held open.
This will avoid re-openlng sealed packages, tearing off
stamps, or .lust carelessly making another envelope and
using additional postage. A little foresi^t can save
money and time. Such foresight will be helpful also in
weighing the mail In order to assure yourself that you
have affixed sufficient postage. 'Then a letter reaches
the post office with insufficient postage, the department
does one of two things:
a. Returns it to the sender for additional
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stamps (which delays the tr«uislt time
a day or two)
b. Porwai*ds the letter and collects the
extra postage at that end.
If the laall is addressed to a fiisarj customer,
his good will towards your firm will not be increased by
his bein^ obll£;ed to pay for the letters that you write
to him. This is a small matter but one which is often
a source of great a noyance and it could so easily be
avoided if tlie secretary takes the time and the trouble
to weigh letters before sending them out.
Another small point frequently overlooked is
that of getting the correct names and addresses on your
letters. Nothing is more annoying to the recipient than
to find hie name inlssx>elled, his middle Initial Incorrect
or his street and number garbled. His first reaction,
if he happens to be a customer, is "That firm Is so care-
less it doesn’t even know the names and addresses of its
customers. How can I be sure that my orders will be
filled correctly?” If your employer dictates the name
incorrectly, you should correct it. If you do not know
the proper name or number, there are ways to find out.
Consult those in trie office who ml^t know; Icok in the
ledgers; search the correspondence files; the directory,
the telephone book, or Dun and Bradstreet. IJoar in mind
also that:
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”It is a natter of crec-t iiiportanco
to observe all the conventions in
address, salutation, and conplinion-
tary closing.” (1)
You can learn thJ.s fron a good book on business English,
if you do not already Imou it. And lastly, be sure, if
your mail is to carry a return envelope, that such return
envelope Is large enout^ to carry the enclosure which
you anticipate.
6. Dead Mailing Lists . If your work encom-
passes direct mail advertising, endeavor to avoid "dead"
nailing lists. Correct your list from envelopes as re-
turned. Be on the lookout for duplications among sten-
cils. Considerable postage is wasted daily because of
Indolence and negligence in roalntainlng useless addresses
in files.
7. Creative Imagination in assistance . If
your employer, in dictating, inadvertantly omits re-
plying to a question in the letter being answered, call
his attention to it. If you write the letters yourself
without taking dictation, try to answer paragraph by
paragraph, and check each off to make sure that you have
replied to every point raised by the writer. Frequently
a letter is answered In a desultory fsishion and v/lthout
concentre tion, and perhaps the very paragraph whJLch is
( 1 ) So tielle, ii. P., and Gregg, John Robert, Applied
Secretarial Practice
,
(New York, 19^34) p. 238.
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most important. Is passed ever ulthcut attor.tlon. This
rieons that the correspondent imist write a^^aii^, ask the
question, and a^^in wait for a reply. The reaultiHfcj de-
lay could have been avoided by usin^ initiative in the
first place.
Creative Imagination in Filir^,. A file,
contrary to the conception of thlrd-i*ate office employees,
is not a place in v.'hich to put tlrilnt:;s, but a place in
v:olch to find thinc^s. Study youi" filinii system, know
what it contains, thinjs av;ay carefully, keep folders
fresh arid up-to-date, segijrcgate nd-scollfuieous folders
into particular classifications as they becoois ur.wieldly;
subdivide particular classifications by mouths, by seasons
or by subjects. Always read your letters as you file, to
impress upon your mine that you have seen them. Vdien
somebody asics about the letters you will know wiiat you
are looking for and not go searching for an unknown. If
you handle letters from a great many people, and only
one or two from each, so that you cannot possibly keep in
mind all of the names, it is veil to have your file ar-
ranged for cross-referen. e and a notation filed as to
subjects as well as extraneous material. For further
details of the mechanics of such a system, road one or
more of the following:
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Standard Harylbook for Secretorioa
XoTa irane~5iIEcEInaoH
New York, 1936
The Secretary's Handbook
Sarah Augusta ^alntor and Kate M. Monro
New York, 1973
*nie Secretary’s Handbook and Office .^-anual
k. WlliCard 'fol^'toh
New York, 1940
You will be surprised at tlie hints y-u con pick
up,
fiction #2-">Actin>r: upon your own Initiative »
You will, probably, be expected to answer rnany
letters upon your own initiative. If you attend to this
correspondence yourself, you will need fanlllarlty v/lth
the English langua.^o. This Includes grar’riar, spelling,
punctuation, rhetoric. You should have been proficient
in English long before becoming a secretary, but if you
are not, by all means start new. 'Hae best and quickest
way is to register at a recognized school of commerce
for a course In Business English, Including composition
and letter-writing. This will give you the fundamentals.
Build upon this base by collateral reading. Do not stop
with the text book assigned for the course, which, after
all, represents only one man’s viewpoint, 9o to the
college library or to the public library and get other
recent books on the sa:2e subject and see what other authors
have to say about it. Study incoming letters and decide
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which are 2^od aiid which are not. Feadt Readl and Head!
Kilduff says:
”If the secretary has not received a
university education he should attempt
to reir^y tills bv wide retidinr, stud;;,
and observation,” (1)
After you have secured all possible Inforivition from your
dictation and correspondence, and have exhausted the
sources of infonuation among other employees, go to your
public library and consult its index rooms and see how
much information you may obtain upon the particular in-
dustry in which you are employed . You will be surprised
at the fund of knowledge you can secure by intelligent
reading of this kind. VThat is more important, you will
find that it is most useful to you. Study the history
of the business, learn about its founders, its reason
for coming into existence, its utility, and its growth;
as well as its future existence. Then find out what your
competitors are doing and decide upon the place that
your company occupies in the industry. This will give
you a breadth of knowledge which you can use in your
dally work. It will show you the reason behind many of
the transactions of your company oiid it will give you a
background for conversation with business visitors whom
you may be obliged to interview ponding the arrival of
(1) iCilduff, J., The Private Secretary (New York,
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your einploy'^r. It vd.Il. tnilld up tal'’rln3 points with
customers when thoy nsk why 'they should hu^.’’ from a srmll
coupany or a larj^e conpany; why either type is better
equipped to render service, and mny other details.
If you do not know how to use your local public
library, to the best advanta.fr©, now Is the time to find
out . Read
:
The hlbra:^ Key; an Aid in UsInn Books and
LiDraries, fe^own-^Zaldee
Such knowledge as you nay gather will aid In
increasing your self-confidence ?/hlch is a factor of
initiative and one which you will need if it is one of
your duties to greet office callers, particularly if they
have business to transact with your employer. If the
visitor is expected, and you anticipate the purpose of
his call, take into your employer’s office such corres-
pondence or other data as you feel may be helpful. It
-night be well to have this on your chief’s desk before
the caller arrives. Try to greet all callers gracefully
but not effusively. You vrlll soon loam who have actual
business and who have not; idiom to admit and whom to re-
fuse. Even a refusal can be administered in a painless
way. No natter how busy you are, nor how much of a pest
you know the caller to be, do not glare at him or bark
that your employer is out. Remember at this particular
moment you are the voice of your company, and no matter
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how distasteful you think the caller, t!ie fim v/onts to
retain hit ^ood will, even thouijh It may not accede to
his request. The jood will of the flna also enters Into
telephone conversation.
1, Judr^ -ont in Telephonin,j . Tliis is not a
treatise on how to answer the phone. Such nay bo derived
fron literature published by the telephone conpany it-
self, from your own conjxir^’s nanual if they have one,
or from numerous books on secretarial training. Tlio
point I make here is tMs; use tr.ltiative and be thorouj^
So Relle and Clregg say:
^ou should. , , niake it a rule to have
pad and pencil at hand when you answer
the telephone to avoid delay In taking
messages.” (1)
If the person calling asks a question, try to answer
that question fully—>if this can be done v/ithout reveal-
ing c.nfldentlal information. If he wants to talk to
your absent employer, try to find out his name and phone
number and where ho can be reached when your chief re-
turns. Try to be specific about when you expect your
employer, and do not dismiss him with a laconic ”l!r. B.
is out." If you cannot supyly the information he wants,
<if he is entitled to it,
)
tell him you v/111 get it for
him, and call him back. Then acquire the data as quickly
(T) belie, P., and 'iregg, J. H., Applied Secretarial
Practice (!Tow York, 1954) p. 37.
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as possible^ either from another department of your oum
company, by making a telephone call, by sending a tele-
gram, or by using such other means as are at your dis-
posal, If the information obtained is not favorable,
don’t be afraid to convey it. Most people would rather
actually know the unpleasant facts and make their plans
accordingly, than to be held in suspense,
Remembei’ when using the telephone that:
”A low, well-controlled voice carries
better and is more pleasant than one
that is pitched hl^. Your voice
should not be raised above normal;
if anything, talk in lower tone than
you are accustomed to use in speak-
ing—and speak slowly,® (1)
In connection with telephoning, if you put in a number
of toll calls, or even many local ones, there will be
moments while you are awaiting connections. These little
waiting periods can be used for self-improvement. Of
course there will be days when you may have a few spare
moments but as you become more valuable to your company
and assume more and more duties, those days of spare time
will become fewer. However, keep a trade magazine on
your desk at all times euid glance at it whenever you can.
Try to keep informed of what is going on in your Industry.
You can acquire not a few hints while waiting between
Cl) 6o helle, P., and Gregg, J. R., Applied Secretar-
ial Practice (Hew York, p. ^10.
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phone calls. If you are well Informed of current happen-
ings within your industry, you may be able to use this as
the basis of a policy decision for which you may be called
upon in your employer’s absence.
In addition to a trade magazine, you should
have on your desk a dictionary (which you should learn
how to use effectively if you do not already know) and
possibly a good secretarial hand book. I recommend any
one of the following:
The Secretary’s Handbook and Office Ilanual
]^rim.fer^Ta“#ion
Doubleday-Doran & Co., Inc., New York, 1940
Stcundard Handbook for Secretaries
Lois Irene butcKinson
lacOraw Hill Book Co., New York, 1956
The Secretary’s Heuid^ok
^arah Augusta Taintor and Kate M. kninro
The iiiaoMlllan Co., New York, 1933
The Secretary and Her Job
karie L. damey
The Business Book House, Charlottesville,
Va., 1939
2. Routine an aid to Initiative . As secretary,
your duties will probably bo many and varied. As you be-
come acquainted with them, however, you will also soon
be able to map out a certain routine. Lay out the plan
for your daily work; learn the office technique and try
to fit your work in with it. This will make for harmony
with your co-workers and for more general efficiency.
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As you perform your various duties you will
probably gradually adopt a technique of your own. This
is all very well If it assists you In perfoiralng more
competently, out a good thing to have in mind In fonmi-
latlng your own systematic routine is that often the un-
expected happens and others might bo obliged to continue
where you leave off. You might be ill, called out of
town, suddenly promoted, or so forth. Do not put any
important papers away without notifying your employer or
some trusted individual where they are.
If you enter a new position and find an unkept
desk or office, try to remedy this state of affairs as
rapidly as possible, without causing friction or hurting
anybody »s feelings. Above all, try to keep the office
supplies in such a condition that they iimy be located
without difficulty when somebody is in a hurry. Do not
take the last of anything without notifying the proper
party, or ordering more. If you have a separate store-
room, a good plan is to index the shelves and post the
Inventory of the room in a prominent place. The inside
of the door is a convenient spot. In this connection,
it is well to remember that a stock room is easily dial ev-
elod and even the best arrangement needs constant atten-
tion and revision.
3. Judgment in New Tasks « One of the things
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you will b© called upon to decide early In a secretarial
career la whether It will be better to go ahead and use
2;^our own judgment until somebody tells you to cease and
desist—thus inviting a call-down or censure; or whether
it is better to follow instructions very closely and to
do only what you are told. Initiative calls for the first
r»thod* Judgment will dictate the exceptions. McHamara
says
:
"llie secretary who has a sincere wlsii
to be of the greatest searvice to his
employer, will constantly be on the
alert to find additional moans of be-
ing helpful. The display of initia-
tive requires two things:
1. Finding what to do (Anticipation)
2. Having the coui’age to do It
(Initiation)” (1)
He says, furthermore:
”If the secret-. ry is to be efficient
in handling information for hla em-
ployer, ho must know where to look,
how to use the books he Ownsults,
and how to trace Information until
he is sure he has the latest work
on the subject.” (2)
And after the secretary has the information—
any information concerning her chief or her company, that
is of a confidential nature, let her seal it in her mind.
(1) Mc^lamara, E. J., Secretarial Tiaining (New York. 1940)
pT’TnT""" ^
(2) Ibid. p. 140.
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In other words a "must” for a secretary is "Don’t talk
about your job," If you have a good position, don’t
brag about it; if you do not like your Job, get yourself
another one and don’t toll your girl friends how mean
your company is* Don’t talk shop
I
And now, finally, the secretary should realize
that she must ever learn- -that no one can sit back and
feel that she knows all there is to learn about the job.
She must learn, she must know where and how to learn, and
how to use what she learns. Use your initiative always:
Listen, read, remember; retain.
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This chapter Is written, not with rereronce to
the public accountant, who Is working in a hl^^^ly special-
ized riold, but to the inan or woman who is working in the
accounting department of private Industry*
There was a time when a "bookkeeper" was con-
sidered "good” if he or she made an accurate entry of
all transactions and value fluctuations, took off a month-
ly trial balance, and rendered financial statements to
the company once or twice a year. That time is now his-
tory, and that old-time bookkeeper has given place to the
modern accountant. The difference between the two lies,
briefly, in the fact that. the bookkeeper prepared records,
whereas the accountant analyzes and interprets those
records. In other words he practices "accounting."
Definition of the Term . I^lanni' says:
"Accounting in general, is the science
of measuring wealth; wealth in the form
of asset value cuid in toriris of the
nation’s monetary unit. There are two
basic purposes of all accoimtlng work;
the determination of the wealth or
financial condition of the individual
or business concern at certain dates;
and the determination of the amount of
profit or loss. In terms of Increased
or oecreasod wealth, for certain periods
of time." (1)
Accounting work is performed, with varying degrees of
( 1 ) Uannix , Raymond L., Basic Course in Cost Accountlr^
(Boston, 1^38) p. 1.
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accTjracy, in the accounting systems In effect In the
offices of business administration. Dennett treats of
those accounting systems which he defines as:
”An orderly arrangement of parts or ele-
ments into a complete whole. . • which
may be looked upon as a set of records
and related procedures so coordinated
that the variegated transactions of a
business are shown properly in detail
as they occur. Such data are ccmplled
or summarized under appropriate class-
ifications called accounts, which when
set out in the form of various state-
ments will permit the management to
secure therefrom reliable Infomatlon
on such matters as financial condition
and profit or loss for certain per-
iods.'* (1)
Proa these definitions of accounting and accounting
systems, let us outline the apparent functions of account
Ing.
Functions of Accounting .
1. Determination of wealth or asset value
properly expressed in the Balance Sheet.
This may Involve intricate accounting
for costs.
2. Determination of the increase or de-
crease in asset value within an ac-
counting period. This will Include
the minute study of such brood con-
cepts as Depreciation and Depletion;
Inventory Control and valuation.
3. Analysis and Interpretation of the
Balance Sheet and Operating State-
ments which may include an audit.
(1) Bennett,* George E., Accounting Systems {Kew York,
1926) p. 4.
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4. System Building, providing Tor ade-
quate internal cneck and control.
6. Tax analysis and preparation of the
necessary returns.
6. Budget Poinnatlon.
I, Deteminatlon of Wealth or Asset Value .
This function of accounting demands, first of all, a
thorough knowledge of tho theory of accounting. It is
difficult to realise how many men and women actually em-
ployed in accounting departments, r/^klng entries dally
upon the books of the company, are woefully lacking in
t::is theory. They know, cither from a superficial course
in elementary bookkeeping or accounting that certain
things should be ’’debited” and others "credited” but they
have little fundamental knowledge of the equation of the
balance sheet, tlie contr-ol and valuation of tho inventory
account, tho importance of correct calculation of de-
preciation and depletion and the theory of reserves*
This ooncltlon is especially noticeable in certain de-
partments where the work is segregated and performed by
ledger clerks and others who work on su-sldlaiy records.
Here again, it is customary to find the employee envision-
ing only a portion of the work rather than the whole.
Tho portion as surges significance only in relation to the
whole, and the man or woman of Initiative will not be
content with the elementary courses "required” at colleges
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of business administration but will avidly ^rasp every
opportunity to broaden his or her knowled ::e of the sci-
ence.
Personal Interest in Knowledp;e of Theory .
Accounting is a field in which there is probably more
opportunity for theoretical study than in any other
function of business administration. Accountin^^ courses
are offered by the dozen for day or evonini^ study, and
they have been so highly specialised that one ijay build
upon a meager foundation by selecting those courses which
are applicable to the job at hand. Those include mathe-
unties of accounting (leading to the establishment of
annuities and slnldLng funds), cost accounting for menu-
facturlng Industries, auditing, income tax study and
fiduciary accounting. This knowledge which is available
is not limited to the aspirant to a C. P. A. certificate,
but is of genuine value if not of absolute necessity to
the man or woman of initiative in business adnlnlstrotion.
The more sound theory one possesses, the easier is the
solution of the problem of the tiOment.
The determination of asset value is a problem
on wh-lch we cannot dwell at any length here. Volumes l ave
boon written upon this subject. The point I make is that
although an elementary knowledge of accounting may suffice
for the preparation of simple balance sheets for small
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corapatnles vrhero inventories or depi'eclatlon accounts are
not e factor, accurate asset value ca.'not be obtained for
any ' uslness T?hero these computations enter inaterially,
without a back^ound Tshich includes painata'<lnG stikly of
these subjects. Both are considerable i!iore Involved than
appear on the surface, and errors in either can completely
vitiate the utility of financial statements. In fact,
both are so In^ortant that one cannot say, even today,
that we have at last found the best way of handling thorn.
The accotjntant of initiative must be constantly on the
alert to read the latest findings of those who are de-
voting full tiiie to studi' these problc’ia.
So also is on understanding of Cost Accounting
itetliods a requisite for those who would determine the
cost of Inventories where raw material is converted into
manufactured goods, particularly when by-products and
spoilage complicate thiis calculation. Opportunities for
the applic tlon of l.iitiative in this field alone are
aliaost limitless. Here the ;ntan or woman of creative
imagination, using vision and Judgment will be constantly
on the alert for the detenainatlon of standard costs,
the riK>re accurate dlstri ution of factory burden, and
the intricate record analysis which is so useful to busi-
ness administration, AlthoU;^ the term "overhead" proper-
ly belongs in the operating statement, no true balance
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ahoet can be prepared unless this factor has been rl.^tly
handled In the valuation cf inventories.
II. Detemlnation of Increase or Decrease in
Asset Value . As everyone with an elenentary knowledre of
accountln£3 knous, a (goodly pert of the Infomation neces-.
sary for tie preparation of an Operating Statement is
drawn from figures accumulated in the dally records of the
business transactions. I'iost of the value fluctuations,
however, must be computed. Such matters as depreciation
of buildings, office equipment, delivery truclrs, deple-
tion of wasting assets, such as ore and oil deposits,
and similer items must be calculated, tfeny different
laethods have been devised for this computation from the
Straight Lino :4ethod to the various algebraic formulae.
Tlie selection of the method which will approximate the
most accurate figure is obviously the moat desirable.
Because a company has always used a certain method is no
true indication that such method is the best. Initiative,
particularly the factor of vision will prompt the account-
ant to consider always the end in view, the vfhile his
creative Iraaglnotion aids him in the selection of the
best means. Only study, ccanparlson and experiment, will
effect the best way—and initiative must prompt such
action.
If a formal cost system Is not in use, the
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accour.tnnt mist corcern hlrise^f T?lth Invertor^ Control
nn<5 Vnluatlon. Too frequontlv tho maintenance of a per-
petual inventory Is entrusted to a minor clerk who daily
adds and subtracts quantities upon his cards or hooks.
This is frequently done in a thoughtless, automiitlc manner.
Comparison and balance with physical inventory is seldom
at.tempted, with the result that fi.^ures are handed to th.e
bookkeeper (and accepted by him at free value) which do
not properly represent Inventory valuation and whJ.ch
considerably dislocnte the Cost of Ccods f.old and the
Profit or Loss for the period. The sane is true v/lth the
pricing of the goods, hiaor clerks glibly quote "cost or
market" and set unit figures down upon paper and pass th«n
along to comptometer clerics for extension , The account-
ant of Initiative will assert leadership in the assembling
of Inventory flgiircs. He will request frequent physical
check-ups and will concern himself with the calibre and
accuracy of those responsible for the ta’dlng of such
physical inventories. He v/lll insist upon a pricing
system ^^ioh will accurately indicate tnre values. Last,
but not least, he will verlf^j- the fact that quantities
shown on the inventory embrace all goods to which the
co!!.i|any holds title, and he will malce sure that any
liability therefore, appears on his records. The factor
of judgment is necessary here, that the accounting de-
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nartnent rmy obtain ell of this necoccarv Infojr'Tstlon
TTlthont ontarpnislnf^ other departnents,
III. Analysis arid Interpretation of Financial
State?!ient3 . It is freqiTontlTr true that the major execu-
tives of a compantT are r.'lthout accounting Icnovrledge, and
have difficulty in interpreting the financial statements
submitted to them. Some officers ask questions; others
do not; some rmke Incorrect assunptio. s. Some fov? call
for a break-down In certain figures. It has alTmys scecied
to me that the accounting department could bo considerably
more of a helpful division of the company than it commonly
attempts to be. Just a little application of Inltia-
tive—intelligence, creative inaginution, and vision,
would lead the accounting clerk to realize that the presi-
dent of a comp€uiy nij^t bo primarily interested in an
Analysis of Surplus; the Treasurer, in a Statement of
Application of Funds; the Sr.les Kanager, in an Analysis
of Sales Cost, minutely broken down; and other department
heads In figures pertaining to their respective depart-
-nents—to /nention but a few instances. The accountant
has the figures available for the preparation of numerous
supplementary statements which should not only be inter-
esting but extremely valuable to the management and the
production heads. I feel that the accountant of initia-
tive should prepare such analyses even thou^ the work is
not requested. If the statements are as informative as
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they should be, the nona^xenent cannot f^ll to appreciate
them.
Although an audit is usually prepared by an
outside accountant, ^7lth an ob.lectlve vlcnvpolnt, nany
times a noT? clerk enterin';; the accounting departnent v'ould
find a knoTTlodge of auditing principles extrer^ly useful—
if not necessary—In providing a proper base on whlah
to start his om work. contention hero is that the
one who Intends to perfoma accounting functions should
^ave a thorou,^, up-to-date knowledge of all accounting
theory. Including auditing. A necessaig^ qualification of
nn accounting clerk is self-confidence, and nothing is
rrore conducive to the acquisition of this trait than a
comprehensive, well-igrounded background.
IV. System Building providing for Adequate
Control . It is not to be expected that a nov; enployee
can walk into an estab’’ iahed firm and install a now system
innediately, regardless of how badly suchi installation
mlg^t be needed. IrJ.tlatlvo
—
personal Interest—will
prompt the accounting clerk, jowcvcr, to analyze a going
system for adequate Internal check and control. Judgment
will dictate the proper tiiie to make suggestions for
change. System Building is a ccaaprehonsivo subject aiid.
can only be touched ux)on here with the observation that
efficient systems are probably not only lac^rlng in general.
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but tholr i,ced is not even rcco{;iili:od in many of our well-
known companies, l^n efficient system should satisfy’’ the
rollorrlAG requiremonts
;
”1. It should bo economcal in matorial
and in labor.
2. All who use it should comprehend its
featm^es easily.
3. pc-’ation conditions sho’old be re-
flected accurately.
4. Matters should be emphasized in the
order of their importance.
5. Pacts should be brou^rt to tlie atten-
tion of executives promptly eaou^ to
rectify operation faults.
C. Tlioso facts ahould be xDresonted v/ltli
due regard to the time the executives
have at their disposal,
7. It should be so planned that wlien
executive decision is necessary, the
need ther-efor will be presejited
forcibly . " ( 1
)
A glance at these requirements will show the fertile
field here for the application of Initiative.
V. Tax Analysis and the Preparation of Returns .
Tax work has become a specialty and the majority of in-
dustrial firms of any size engage a Certified Public
Accountant to prepare their Federal and State Returns.
The assemblage of figures for this preparation, however.
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is iii tii© province o£ tii© bookiceeper or private account-
ant, aiid unless he works entirely uricer the ^iUidance q£
a certified puclic accouiitant his handling of such figures
is liable to result in cunsidorably higher taxes for his
company than aio necessary, I’his stateuient does not in
any way intend to point to tax evasion wiiich is not only
unethical but unlawful. Tax avoioance can often be
accomplished entirely within the law, and is certainly
to oe reccmmionued especially at the present time when such
a high percentage of industrial proi^its are claimed for
taxes,
‘^&i^^BaxvQu.0Bs in Tax id^eparatlon . The
accountant of initiative will aggressively read—not
occasionally, but constantly—all available i-ellable
data on the constantly changing bases and rates of the
Federal and various State taxes. He will consider oper-
ations of his ccmpany and entries upon his books in terms
of taxable effect. To do this Intelligently he must have
a knowledge of the history and fundamental theory of the
income tax laws. He must be familiar not only with the
tax provisions of a current statute out with the adminis-
trative provisioiis as well. He sJcould be in a position
to make frequent recoimaendf-tlons to his officers. This
familiarity will not come naturally; it must be sought,
and initiative vd.ll prompt the accounting clerk to action.
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VI, For:;ntlon. . Although the adoption
or a budget lo the function of management, the computation
of it is very largely the work of the accountant* Ke
t/111. prepar e a Mctorlcal si-miiEry arid an-alysis of the
previous yorr’s vrork; he rnist furnleh Infomation relative
to tajiable liability for the coming yota*, and he will be
called xipon to asaenble the I’ecordo of budget expendi-
ture and keep the cianagenent informed of Ite progress.
Personal interest must enter into this flmctlon together
with leadership and self-confidence. The nan or wonon
of initiative will na?co a study of budget fonnatlon end
control and be In position to make constructive siAgges-
tions to tloe iaai.af5emont
.
Gu^iinar:; . An accounting department need not bo
entirely historical* It Is primarily tliat, but if the
>
*
assemblage of historical data is properly interpreted
and presented. It niay and should be the foundation for
dynamic plaiis for the future. An accounting department
under the supervision of a man or woman of Initiative
can become the right hand of manage, lent.
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COWCLXJSIOH

In this work I Iiave ntte .ptod to set forth in
LTore or less topical fom the fiinctlonc of husliiess ad-
rJ.nlstratlon as a v;hole, as well as those of some of Its
coinponent parts. Tl;ese cor5>onent Tjarts linv© been analyzed
to some extent with the enphnsis nlv/ays upon the effect
of their inproved performance under the application of
initiative. If I have established a consciousness of
the universal value cf this trait In Business Adi iinlstra-
tlon, I shall feel that I have at least scratched the
surface of this fascinating; field. As I rientloned in
iny Introduction, Business Adinlnlstraticn oiibraces a wide
area; its soil is fertile, its harvest is rich, but Its
reapers need the keen tool of initiative if they would
share in its fruit.
To the student of Business AdrJLnlstration I
repeat: Don't ever give up! Continue studying;! Don't
accept one man's vlev/polnt as final! head I /uialyzel
Judee! Work! Use youi’ initiative!
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Case !• ( Purchasing )
H, is purchasing agent for the A. B, C.
'/holesale Grocery Co., which has a fine reputation fop
handling quality merchandise, a good part of which is
distributed under its O'm private brand. Mr# H. ac-
quired his position by !i!arrying the daughter of one of
the officers of this large and successful concern, /ijiong
other products this company handles pastry flour of a
very fine grade milled from soft wlilte wheat in Hew York
State. For several years they have purchased this from
the H. P. Co., a small, well-nanagod mill well knovm for
holding its prices well above those of competitors. Its
president takes enjoyable trips on occasion, to Florida,
California, and Ifawaii.
The type of flour milled by the R* P. Company
is also milled by several other small York State ?4illE,
all using local white wheat of similar grade, but pro-
ducing flour of different qualities, son© equal to and
some inferior to that of the E. P. Co. The L. A. mill,
small, clean and well managed, competes with the H. F.
mill for the trad© cf the A, B. C. Co. The L. A. mill
presented Mr. R. with a certified comnercial laboratory
analysis of their product, shjowing protein, ash, viscosity
and ph value equal and superior to that of the H. P. mill.
They offered the flour at a price considerably under that
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of their competitor. Thc^ were able to do tMs because
of lou overhead and careful manc^enent , All well Informed
buyers recognize comerclal analyses from reliable chem-
ists .
Mr. H. decided tliat the flour mxst be ijiferior
to that of the R. P. mill or it would not he offered at
less money. Ho refused to try a sju-^le lot. His company
cheerfully pays the other mill a pro. lium of upv/ards of
25^ a barrel for yearly requireneats of approximately
3,000 barrels.
Case II ( Purchasing )
Kr. T. is purchasing agent for a commercial
cracker company. He Is well known among the trade for
being a sharp, shrewd, clever buyer. He purchases quality
merchandise in volume and iTianages to get it at ridicu-
lously low figures. He kiows grades, he watches markets,
and he buys economically. His pet hobby is to set an
iinaglnary figure at which he would like to nalce his next
purchase and then attempt to meet that figure, regardless
of market conditions. One occasion he decided that his
next purchase should be at $5.00. Market quotations at
that time varied from a low of $5.20 to a high of $5.50.
He waited. All indications pointed to advancing prices
but the unexpected happened and hysteria struck the Vjheat
Pit. The price dropped to $4.75. This meant tliat the
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buyer could have then purchased a largo quantity of* forw
figures at a saving of 55$^ per unit under the very lowest
level he hod dared hope for. He decided to wait for
further declines. T7e:ct day the hysteria was over, the
market reacted, and swung Into a steady, upward curve.
?<!r. T. still waited. Ke was importuned to buy. He T/alted
three days and finally entered the nar?'et at a price which
cost him just ejcactly $300 more than he would have pe.ld
had he seized the advantage offered him on the low jKDlnt.
Case III ( bales lAanagement )
W. is sales manager for a large manufactur-
ing concern in the geographical center of the United States.
He has a distribution system through brokers in all of
the key cities in the country. These brokers receive an
agreed commission on all sales, but bear all expense of
missionary work, travel, telephone toll charges, and so
forth. This exfyense is absorbed in repeat sales to a
small percentage of customers but in the case of ”diffi-
cult" potentials it is often discouragingly high. One
day an eastern broker had a prospective customer stimu-
lated to the point where he could effect a trial order
if the home office would make a price concession for the
pxirpose of introducing the product. This broker had
actually spent upwards of thirty dollars in missionary
A li
work on the prospect whose purchaainc i)ow©r \ma In very
lilgh rigures and wliose reputation was tliat of beln^ ex-
trerioly loyal once his confidence T/as Gained, The broker
telegraphed Z!r, TY., the Sales Uanager, the proposal of
the prospect. The concession would liave amounted to (-25
•
The Sales Llanager called the broker on long dlstai^ce,
talked seventeen minutes (accumulating toll charges of
;^19) during which he explained why his company could not
possibly cut the price (ethics not mentioned); tl'iat such
a concession v/ould bring the sales price below cost; and
indicated that the broker was unreasonable to expect it.
The sale was lost. The prospect secured the concession
from a rival broker and during the ensuing year placed
business aggregating *^50,000 In sales volume.
Case IV ( Sales lianageiaent )
Mr, J, is Vice President in Charge of Sales for
a large package manufacturer in the middle west. His
company competes not only with others in the same business
but with many others malcing containers of a different
material. They have recently attempted to secure the
business of packers of a comr.odlty usually packaged in
a different way. They have supplemented their sales
efforts with full page color advertising in national
magazines, and have been most generous in sending hundreds
' in.
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o£ reprints or such advertisements to users of their
product, to tie in with the national magazine ndvertls-
these reprints were to be hung in retail stores.
Their last advertising project was a radio canx>alcn over
a national hcok-up of some seventeen stations. They
ci:ose an ideal spot, iiamediately before a popular Sunt'ay
evening broadcast, where tliey would probably reach the
of haine listeners, who ai’e the ultiinate users of
their package. On the eve of the first broadcast they
spent several hundred dollars in sending telegrans to all
cf their customers, announcing the program, giving station
identification and hour, and urging them to listen In.
In ono eastsrn city there were only tv/o packers of a certain
cornsnodlty, who used tlieir container. V/hen the broadcast
was put on, the announcer simply said a fe^7 words about
the desirability of the So-and-So package and passed up
entirely a ..ost advantageous sales plug for the users.
The announcement, incidentally, was made by the local
announcer, and the users could have been easily identi-
fied without Interruption of the national program at that
point.
Case Y. ( Salesmanship )
lar. B» was a salesman for a brokerage house in
Boston. Kis house represented several manufacturers for
whom it had exclusive representation in the Nev/ England
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States. Mr. B. *s territory was eastern Massachusetts and
his potential cuatoiaers nuiabered approximately fifty.
He soon concentrated upon one—a powerful chain. He
practically **lived” with the buyer, and secui^ed business
from him to such a volume that Mr. B.’s coianissions mounted
to $12,000 yearly. This chain required such close atten-
tion that Hr. B. neglected his other customers and pros-
pects and devoted his full tine to this profitable account.
Si2dd0:ily and without warning the chain moved Its pur-
chasing depai-tinent to I^inneapclis—out of the territory
of Mr. B.»s brokerage house. !ilr. B. is now looking for
another Job.
Case VI (Salea:nanahip)
Mr. S. Is a salesiaan for a manufacturing com-
pany making containers which are used for packaging a
food staple, llils company, fairly siMill and unknown,
recently invaded a field whore the container business was
practically monopolized by three or four entrenched
sellers. The product (the container) was sold generally
to food staple manufacturers and food staple brokers,
rather than to wholesale groceries and retail chains.
Mr. S. tried hard to ”get in.” His personality was un-
fortunate and his company not well located. Ho had a
hard time and resorted to price cutting. The entrenched
firms met him on his own ground and stopped that practice.
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Tlien Mr, S. went to the ..holesalers and retail chains with
his container; told then they were paying nrenlimis hy ob-
taining their staple already packed in containers, and
that they could save a c^eat deal of noney by buying In
bulk from the ! manufacturers, and buying (from him) the
containers and doing their own packaging. This was true
and the wholesalers and retailers bought,' This resulted
in a loss of the manufacturer and broker iitirket for the
entrenched companies; in a profitable "first” sale for
the conpeiny of Ilr. S., and a bad time for all container
cotipanles from that point on. Now all containers In that
market (of that type) arc sold to wholesale grocers and
retail chains in small lots instead of to r.ianufacturers
and brokers in large lots. The container manufacturers
now carry hu.idreds of sioall, doubtful credit risks; in-
stead of a few reliable accouiits.
Case VII ( Secretarial Work )
Bliss E. is secretary to the proprietor of a com-
pany with offices in a large municipal building in which
are congregated about a hundred companies In like business
*
'S’ .
JSlss E. is bright and experienced, and in especial favor
with her "boss." She likes her position and hor favor
and brags a bit about it. When the girls congregate for
cigarettes in their recreation rooms in mlc-morning, liles
£• entertains them with little anecdotes about her company
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bolnc# iis she supposes especially careful not to reveal
names nor ariounts. T^he tells half the story and provok-
in^ly walks awa; , Several days later she cannot resist
the temptation to a^.ln be the center of the sta^e, and,
for^^etting what w..<s told before, she brings up the sa:ie
story from a different angle and tolls the other half,
Other secretaries gleefully piece the parts together and
go back to their offices with a fairly representative
account of wliat hap^jened in the office of Miss E. the
prior week.
Case VIII ( Secretarial Work )
Miss C, Is secretary to the purchasing agent
of a largo wholesale grocery company. She has occupied
her position for several years and has developed a passion
for completeness. She dislikes abbreviations of any
kinds and believes in going to all sorts of trouble for
the sake of what slie considers accuracy. As contracts
conw to her office for the signatui’e of the purchasing
agent, they are often written up with her company desig-
nated as "Grocery Stores Co," Miss C inserts the contract
in her own typewriter before returning and carefully
changes the original contract to read "The Grocery Stores
Company,” makes other changes which she considers an im-
provement, and returns the "contract" fully decorated, to
the seller.
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Case I-X ( Accounting )
rft?, P. Is treasurer and head of the accounting
department for a large co:..pany which occupies the position
of middle man and carries at all times an inventory of
goods aggregating nearly a hundred thousand dollars*
Perpetual inventory records are asseiiblod by clerks in a
routine jiianner who post purchases and sales, segregate
qusmtitlos, a-id subioit nontlily inventory figures. They
also enter inventory valuations. All goods in transit
are oialtted, in spite of the fact that title has passed
to the middle-2ian company. One inventory clerk said
these goods "could be included but it is not ethical to
do so."
Case X ( Accounting )
rfr. H. is proprietor of a brokerage business.
He, himself, sells, as do the tliree salesmen in his em-
ploy. He also employs one girl in his office for general
work. He boasts of the fact that he keeps no books; that
the bank does his bookkeeping for him on draft forms 5
that records in customai’y accounting form are unneoccaary.
He has the reputation of being a successful salesman and
operator and has, apparently, made money. Uhen asked how
accounted to the Treasury Department for Income tax pur-
poses his comment was "V/hat I don’t know they can’t find
out
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